"Ra inbow Dinner'' decorations divide queer commun ity
the Bridge flyers and to various queer
pride banners and flags around the dining
hall, which, in turn were offensiveto some
Decorations for a Foss dinner on in the queer community.
After an ensuing week of arguments
Tuesday, Oct 28 intending to proudly
unite the queer community during Colby and tension within the queer community,
Coming Out Week ultimately sparked both Land and Bougere said that the
controversy and disagreement among sev- Bridge postings misrepresented their
eral students. Posters and flyers created viewpoints and, in several cases, offendand put up by members of the Bridge, ed them. While Bridge member Bill
declaring statements such as "Our only Stohner '05 believes that there were
politics are friendship," "What the oppres- numerous options for posters on display
sor fears more than difference is similari- in Foss, he said "there is nothing wrong
ty," "Like skin color, sexuality should be with [the displayed posters]. They were
meaningless as if transparent," and "We [meant to be] inclusive."
must give them [queers] a world to come
Conversely, Land said, "I was blatantly
out into" offended some members of the offended by [the decorations]." Referring
queercommunity, who wereunawarethat specifically to the aforementionedposter,
anyone wasmaking decorations for such a she said, "The message of the Bridge in
heavily trafficked venue. In response, two past years Kas"beeTrthat we aren't the
of those students, Julie Land '04 and Jay same as straight people...Negating differBougere '04, made posters with an alter- ence negates identity, It says, 'don't focus
native message: "Queers, don't assimilate. on this flaw.'"
Neither Land nor Bougere participatMilitate "and stapled these to the backs of
By KATERUSSO and LIZ BOMZE
NEWS EDITOR AND MANAGING EDITOR

ed in the original planning of Coming
Out Week events, according to Bridge
Communications Director and Treasurer
Geronimo Desumala '06.
Accordingto the Bridge's mission statement,"The Bridge seeks to enhancethose
aspects of Colby College which acknowledge the honesty and dignity of the individual.We have an abiding interest in affirming
every person's freedom to live safely and
comfortably, and be treated respectfully,
regardless of sexual orientation." .
"Basically my objection [to the queer
mutiny flyers] is that they go against the
Bridge's missions,'' Stohner said. "They
did not treat everyone respectfully,
including me."
Assimilation, according to Land and
Bougere, is "annihilation of identity"—
"annihilation" being a sociological term,
which describes an individual not seeing
him or herself reflected in any kind of
media or visible markers. As a response,
they define militate as "becoming active

for a political struggle. Queer mutiny, the queer community," Land said. "We
finally, is "integrative politics," Bougere need to accept and -empower ourselves
said, "that fight against racism, sexism, rather than be accepted by a society that
classism, homophobia and transphobia." 'will always hate us and fry to change us.""
According to Stohner, Coming Out
"[Queer mutiny] represents a differ"is a week for a person to be able
"
Week,
ent goal, Land added. "It means changing the system rather than having the to say T am happy 'with who I am."
system assimilate us to make us non- Neither Stohner nor Desumala believed
that the alternative queer mutiny flyers
threatening to dominant values."
.Desumala believes, however, that achieved this goal.
"If some students want to pursue
"queer mutiny uses hate as a means of
rationalizing personal attacks and alien- queer mutiny, it should be done outside
the Bridge," Stohner said. "The Bridge
ating queers and straight people."
What Latins?Bougere found funda- needs to be inviting," he added, believmentally problematic with the Bridge ing that queer mutiny does not provide a
postings was Hhe implied audience. welcoming atmosphere for queers to
"Giving them .a world to, come out into," come out.
Desumala believed the propaganda
Land and Bougere\said, "implies that
straight people have the authority to give presented on the queer mutiny flyer were
or, conversely, not give this world instead personally attacking members of the
Bridge by stating what it meant "to be a
of treating.everyone as human being."
that
Coming
Out
Week
is
a
bad queer," such as drinking a Bud Light
Saying
time for straight people to accept queer
people "takes all the power away from
Continued on Page 3

Surveillance cameras to Studentsrespond to Weinberg column
be considered for campus
includes motion detectors and magnetic
door alarms to detect entry in the galFEATURES EDITOR
leries, the storage areas and the
Museum's shipping and receiving area.
In the wake pf the recent tragedy on There are also temperature sensors
campus, and with Colby awaiting the throughout the Museum. Security guards
results of independent consultants who will patrol the building when it is open.
There are also cameras located in two
advise the College on ways to improve
security on campus, there has been much other locations; they were placed followdiscussion of thepossibilityof surveillance ing problems with vandalism, property
cameras. Such cameras already exist on damage and problems with students failcampus, in the Colby College Museum of ing to follow policies on facility use.
Art and other locations.
It is unclear if security cameras -will
to
^ccoxding the Museum's Assistant prove to be an expanded part of Colby
Director for Operations Greg Williams, security in the future.
.__
"Right now, we're in the process of
there are security cameras in every
gallery, they are fixed in location and having a security survey done, an assessfocused, for the most part, on the ment, so I'm waiting until we get the
entrances to the galleries. The images are consultant in, and we'll go from there,"
recorded, and they are watched on moni- Chenevert said. "They may recommend
tors in the Security office and behind the cameras in different places, in Colby
parking lots... I would just as soon "wait
front sales desk of the Museum.
The cameras are not continually until we see what theTecommehdations
monitored by museum or security per- are."
Following several incidents of vandalsonnel, Director of Security P.eter
Chenevert said. "Everything is digitally ism in the Hillside and Foss parking lots
recorded on the camera, and then if we last year, the Student Government
have an incident we can go back and go Association passed--a-.resolution recomthrough the calendar, find it and evalu- mending that Colby install security camate it from that point."
eras in parking lots. However, action has
Security cameras are a standard secu- not been taken by the College, in part due
rity measure in museums like Colby's, to expense, and in part due to the indeChenevert said.
pendent survey being conducted tliis year.
The cameras were installed when each
However, many feel that cameras may
of the museum's wings were built , have a valuable place in protecting Colby
according to Williams. "Those security students and property, such as in parking
cameras were sort of built into the con- lots where vandalism has proved to be a
struction costs," he said.
problem in the past.
According to Chenevert, they cost
"You can look at it in two ways: one
about $2,000 each to install.
way, it's an intrusion on our privacy,
There are cameras available that can another way it's protecting the general
be moved and refocused, with more elab- public," Williams said.
orate features like microphones, but they
"As long as there are people to moniare more expensive, Williams said .
tor the cameras, and the cameras arc
Aside from the cameras in the gal- recording, 1 think it s going to be a safeleries, the Museum's security system ty benefit ," he said.
By EMILY HONIG
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International students at the "Weinberg gathering " aim to photograph themselves as Weinberg characterized
them in his Oct. 30 Echo column "Costumes Wal-Mart doesn 't stock. "

Annual Colby Idol act
sparks community
conflict unintentionally
By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

Entering the annual Colby Idol
contest Sat., Nov. 1 only to have fun
and intending his performance to be
humorous, Guito Joseph '04J parodied an act from Saturday Night
Live by portraying Buckwheat, a
character from The Little Rascals.
Immediately following his performance, however, Shapel Mallard '06
took the microphone and told the
audience that he was deeply offended by Joseph 's act, since the historical context from which Buckwheat's
character emerges is racist and
demeaning to African Americans.
Several discussions' have since
resulted from that night, including a
statement from. Mallard in Sunday 's
Digest of General Announcements.
"I for one as an African American
student am personally appalled by
Guito's performance in Colby Idol,"
he said. "I would like to believe that
enough social progress has been
made in the last 40 years that we
wouldn't pander to the lowest common denominator of racial carica- .
ture as a means of entertainment."
Monday morning brought an
Official Notice to All Colby Students'
from Dean of Students; and Vice
President " of Student Affairs Janice
Kassman, in which she outlined the
events of the performance, acknowledged that multiple discussions
occurred as a result of the night and
elucidated her subsequent sentiments.
"It is important for you to know
that, as Dean of Students, I decry any
gestures, activities or statements that
demean or stereotype in an unflattering way any individual or group,"
Kassman _wrote. "It is clear that while
the performer, in his own words, did
not intend to offend, his act was
offensive to me and many others."
Later '
echoing
Kassman 's
Continued on Page 2

Students seek to buy cheaper textbooks from abroad
By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

As textbooks, along with college
tuition , become increasingly expensive,
many students at schools diroughout die
country have begun to buy their books
from foreign distributors.
The price difference between books
bought in the United States and books
bought overseas has existed since the
1960s according to an article by Alison
Stem-Dunyak called "A Foreign Affair."
An Oct. 21 New York Times article
entitled
"Students
Find
$100
Textbooks Cost $50, Purchased
Overseas," by Tamar Lewin recently
exposed the huge discrepancies. The
article compares textbooks to prescription drugs , finding that they "cost
far less overseas than they do in the
United States."
This discovery by college students
has led some to buy their books over
the Internet ralher than at their school
bookstore. In the article , Lcwin cites
significant price differences between
books bought domesticall y and books
bought from overseas Internet companies. "Lohninger Princip les of
Biochemistry, Third lidition ," sells for
$146.15 on (he American Amazon
site , but lists for $63.48, plus $8.05
shipp ing, on the British Amazon site.
The publishing industry says thai
foreign sales would not be possible if
book prices were not related to local
market conditions. They cite this as
the reason for such hu ge variations in
prices for the same books.
Allan Adler, the lawyer for (he
Association of American Publishers,
told Lewin that "fore ign textbook
prices ure pegged to the per cupita
income and economic conditions of
the destination countries—and that

foreign sales are a boon to America 's be shipped in from some other country
standing in the world, tojbreign stu- for $50. It represents price-gouging of
dents scckirt'g ' an '''Am'efican''quality the American public generally and
education."Adler adds (hat it can be a college students in particular," Laura
benefit for American customers, since Nakoncczny, a spokeswoman for the
each copy sold overseas, despite the Association , said.
The legality of publishers selling
price, helps to distribute the hi gh costs
books overseas at lower prices is quesof producing a new textbook.
In an attempt to stop the continuously tionable by many people. A 1998
rising textbook prices, the National Supreme Court ruling stating that fedAssociation
or
College
Stores
(NACS) has written to all the leading
publishers
asking them to "end
a practice they see
as
unfair
to
Americun
stuLewin
dents ,"
wrote. The letter
cautioned the publishers, saying thai
the pricing arrangement might be an
antitrust violation.
"The sale ol
' (All lllIl f l M I I I I I / l l l E COi n V H O I I O
identical books to Bookstore sales have decreased due to internet sales.
foreign buyers at
prices significantly lower than to eral copyright law does not protect
domestic buyers, Vyhile publicl y stating American manufacturers from having
that domestic prices are due to high the products they planned to sell in
costs, could constitute an unfair or foreign markets at a discount transported back for sale in the United
deceptive act ," the letter said.
A document published by MAC'S Slates allows sludctits to easily take
addressed to bookstore owners states , advantage of the lower prices over"NACS has called upon U.S. publish- seas. Before this decision , purchasing
ers to take immediate action to stop books from forei gn Internet sites
this practice. There is no defensible would have violated the copyright law.
basis lor the sale of identical or virtu- Yet the NACS stands that the practice
ally identical college textbooks to for- of many American publishers violates
eign wholesalers HIM !retailers at prices the Kobinson-l'atman Act , which forsignificantly lower limn those avail- bids price discrimination.
"From a legnl stand point , publishable domesticall y."
"We think it's frightening, and it 's ers don 't have a leg to stand on,"
wrong, that the same American text- Director of Campus Services and the
books our stores buy here for $ 100 can Colby Bookstore Bruce Barnard said.

The Colby Bookstore does not order
any textbooks from overseas distributors.
"The publishers have kept that
angle off for us. The publishers won 't
sell to stores back in the States unless
you're lucky enough to get a purchase
order through without them catching
it," Barnard said. "We could buy one
book at a time, but the cost of doing it
would be so prohibitive that we
wouldn 't do it." • While in some cases it may be
cheaper, buying textbooks online
could also lead to difficulties for students, Barnard noted.
"The problem you face as a student
buy ing a book is you need a book
when a class starts. If your book is in
transit , particularl y coming from
overseas, there's a chance you won 't
have it in time, If you need to return
a book overseas, it will be astronomically expensive."
According to Barnard , Colby
Bookstore sales in new textbooks
have decreased.
"We can't always just look at Internet
sales, because for instance we have
increased our used book purchases. You
can't always assume that a decrease in
sales correlates to a loss of sales. We also
look at what our returns look like , and
that number lias gone up, which says to
me that we are seeing sales from some
oilier source."
"Textbook prices have gone up far
exceeding the GDP, so we don't know
when publishers are going to stop raising
prices, It 's wrong for publishers to
charge more for a book when they 're
going to sell it to mc in this country when
they 're going to sell it to overseas for a
cheaper price," Barnard said, "This practice isn't fair to college students. All we
want is a level playing field. If they're
going to sell that book to amazon.co.uk
for $50, 1 want it for $50, too."
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Who 's Who
Ywi Tokita '04

By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Already a graduate of the
University of Tokyo, Yuji Tokita
'04 wanted to expand his education in America.
From Kogoshima, Japan, located in the southern part of the
nation, Tokita received a B.A.
from the University of Tokyo,
majoring , in international relations. ¦• . . ' ;

SASHA SCHROEDER/ THE COLBY ECHO

¦

Yuji Tokita '04

-

.

After graduating from the
University, Tokita worked for two
years at the Asian Division of the
Japanese Foreign Ministry, where
he worked on "creating a relationship between Japan and other
southeast Asian countries , in
areas such as economics, politics
and a cultural exchange."
Tokita came to the United
States for two years of further
education through the training
program of the Ministry to "learn
about the United States and
improve my English ," he said,
"I chose Colb y because a friend

JQKA's

of mine actually went here, and
he recommended it. He said it
was a small community and you
could make friends easily."
Tokita has found that Colby
holds true to its reputation.
"The people are really nice. I
enjoyed the COOT trip, that was
one of the best experiences at
Colby," he said.
"My English ability is not
good; I have trouble with that.
People will often ask, 'what did
you say?' But my friends of
course, professors, people in
Eustis> people in the post office,
they are all very kind. That makes
me comfortable to stay here."
"In fact, I don't miss so much
about Japan," Tokita said. "I do
miss Japanese noodles." ,
A government major at Colby,
Tokita finds the work ethic of students here different from that of students at the University of Tokyo.
At Colby people work hard. In
Japan, they work hard, but here
people -work much more. It 's
impressive."
Outside of classes, Tokita plays
on the Colby club badminton
team, a sport which he "played a
lot in Japan."
He competes on the Ballroom
Dancing Team and recently traveled to Harvard University with
the team. Swing is his favorite
type of dance. Tokita is also in the
Japanese drum (Taiko) club.
After he receives his degree
from Colby, Tokita will return to
work for the Ministry, but he does
not know which part of the world
he will be stationed in. He said
that the Ministry will place him in
a country.
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Four Colby students nominated for the Watson Fellowship
By KAITUN McCAFFERTY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Each year, the Watson Fellowship
is awarded to graduating seniors
from the 50 participating colleges
across the country. The fellowship is
a one-year grant of $22,000 for independent study and travel outside the
United States. The beginning proposals have been turned in and four
Colby seniors have been chosen to
compete for the Fellowship by the
Watson committee. Up to 50 fellowships are awarded each year. Last
year two students from Colby were
honored with Fellowships.
The four seniors nominated from
Colby are Karen Prager, Anna
Sommo, Cynthia Davies and Seth
Alymer. They were selected from a
group of 18 applicants. After an interview with a Fellowship program representative on Tuesday, the students
will hear nothing until the final decision in March.
The Watson Fellowship requires that
the recipient be abroad for 12 months
without returning to the United States.
"The-Watson is intended to be "a time
when fellows are their own advisors,"
according to the Fellowship's website.

Palestinians to become more democratic,
class that the Fellow probably wasn't
while
simultaneously
criticizing
the
going to be there for a while,"
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
established legal system.
.
Rodman said. "Since there are only
Sourani has had difficulties obtainfive weeks left [in the semester] we
The 2003-2004 Oak Fellow lecture ing a visa to enter the country, accordjust cancelled the class."
was cancelled this semester because ing to Rodman.
Students registered disappointment
When
Sourani
first
applied
the Oak Fellow, Raji Sourani, will not
for a
at the cancellation. "I think it's a great
be coming to Colby as expected. visa there was "something at the
shame," Emma James '04, who was
Sourani has been denied entrance to Embassy that signaled a red flag,"
registered for the class, said. She does,
Rodman said. The Embassy wanted to
the United States.
however, "respect him for standing up
look
at
the
Israeli
security
file
on
Sourani, a Palestinian human rights
for his rights."
lawyer, was slated to come to Colby this Sourani. To allow the government to
Timothy Smith '04, another student
WWW.COLBY.EDU/OAK
fall as part of the Oak Foundation's access these files, though, "Sourani Sourani's fall lecture -was cancelled. who had signed up for Sourani's class,
Fellowship program. Sourani is the direc- needed to sign something, but he
echoed these sentiments. "I wish they
do
it,"
wouldn't
Rodman
said.
tor of the Palestinian Center for Human
had told us earlier," Smith said. "I could
The Institute has had visa problems
Every year the Oak Foundation have signed up for something else."
Rights and a longtime advocate: of
The Institute is "in the process of
Pdesuniari rights. He is also the vice in the past. The first Oak Fellow, chooses an exemplary human rights
president of the Federation Internationale Zafarya Ahmed, was not able to come worker to come to Colby and share figuring out what to do as a fallback,"
des Lignes ' des Droites. According to to Colby until the spring due to visa their experiences with the community. Rodman said. They are looking into
Director of the Oak Institute and William issues. This year, though, "the whole Sourani was scheduled to teach a non- different possibilities, but still need to
R. Cotter Distinguished Teaching issue reached an impasse," Rodman graded, one-credit class this fall. The discuss the issue. "There have been no
definitive decisions," he said.
Professor of Government ¦„. Kenneth said. "This may be one of the problems class was recently cancelled.
"Students were told at the first
Rodman, he has spent time challenging we're going to deal with in the future."
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH

Self-defense workshop held as part of COLBY IDOL: Spoofon
annual Sexual Assault Awareness Week Buckwheatoffends
By KATIE FULLER
STAFF WRITER

As part of Colby's annual Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, the Health
Center and Student Health on Campus
sponsored a self-defense workshop.
Local RADS (Rape Aggression Defense
System) instructor Karen L. Grotton and
Colby Director of Security Pete
Chenevert led the discussion last Thurs.,
Oct. 30. The workshop was also offered
as a Wellness Seminar for first years, educating students on self-defense methods
as well as differences in personal safety
issues between the genders.
Chenevert opened the evening by
stressing the importance of preparedness in potentiall y dangerous environments. "Bad things can happen
anywhere, even Colby. We have a false
sense of security up here on the Hill.
You have to be prepared everywhere
you go," Chenevert said.
Grotton then discussed ways to
decrease (lie opportunity for perpetrators to strike. "We can't remove potential victims or perpetrators, but we can
reduce the opportunity to have encounters with perpetrators ," Grotton said.
Her lips included locking car doors,
having enough gas in car tanks and
making sure hands are free when walking around campus, not loaded down
with books.
Although more men attended the discussion, Orotton highlighted personal
safety differences between men and
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"RADS would allow students to
women. "Women won't face the types
of crimes men will face. The reality of actually practice some of the selfbeing a woman is that we encounter fear defense techniques shown here
tonight," Grotton said.
a lot more often ," Grotton said.
, After highlighting physically vulneraAlthough students were slightly disble areas on men for women to attack, appointed with the smaller turnout,
including the eyes, groin, knees and many realized the importance of selfshins, Grotton discussed the key role defense to the college community.
men could play in diffusing potentially SHOC member Elli Jenkins '06J said,
"I went because I walk alone frequentviolent situations that men face.
"Guys often get beer muscles when ly and I have never been concerned
they drink, and the best thing a person about it before, but I wanted to know
can do is to remove their friend from a their (Chenevert and Grotton) opinion
situation in which they want to hurt on it, too. Also, I think that self-defense
someone," Chenevert said.
is" a really valuable skill."
Grotton and Chenevert also spoke of
Chris Holcombe '07 echoed that senthe hazardous role of alcohol. Chenevert timent. "RADS brings some interesting
specifically noted that in all the cases of and subtle points to light . The program
sexual assault he had seen, every, single could potentially make a significant diflnc ldence
involved alcohol.
Although students attending
found the workshop
helpful ,
Chenevert and
Grotton added
that the recently
offered RADS
self-defense
workshop, which
was to be run by
Grotton , did not
attract CllOUgll
UUUIIU
enough
LIZ nOMZE/THE COMIV IXlia
RADS instructor teaches self-defense techniques.
people to be held. ^
They plan to oiler
another workshop, which consists of ference in the lives of students , female
three three-hour sessions, to students, and male," he said.
possibly before Thanksgiving break.
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Continued from Page 1
response, Joseph apolog ized to the
Colby community, said that he did
not expect this ; reaction and
acknowledged that he had no malicious intentions.
"I just wanted to do something
different this year," Joseph said ,
referring to his motivation for the
skit. "I heard my friend singing the
Reading Rainbow theme song at
play rehearsal , and I remembered
the Eddie Murphy skit from SNL. I
thought it might be funny to combine the two."
Never intending to offend, Joseph
said that his performance choice was
born out of his own ignorance to
American culture . He noted that he
was born in the Bahamas and that, in
his home, he was not exposed to this
historical piece of American culture .
"It's a matter of my not being educated," he said. "It was ignorance ,
but ignorance is not an excuse. It 's
not justify ing my actions."
Joseph, who says that he aild
Mallard have talked and are now on
good terms, plans to formally apologize to the Colby community in a
letter he is currentl y drafting.
"I apologize," he said. "The people I ended up hurting—those wore
my friends. It wus justifiable mat
[Mallard ] was upset,"
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video "since it came out
about 10 years ago," he
said. This interest provoked hirrig to look at
what other countries
were doing with digital
video. His project would
take him to explore the
digital video industries
in India and China. One
part of his proposal
would be going to a
European institution in
China that is "cataloguing different groups of
people" for visual
anthropology, he said.
Sommo plans to
"study the effects of
international y olmteeisAnna Sommo '04, Cynthia Davis '04; Karen
on small towns in Africa,"p rager '04 and Seth Alymer '04 were nominated
she said. She wll look &f or the Watson Fellowship.
the perspectives -of the
residents and the volunteers.
them. The Watson Fellowship would
Sommo was abroad last year in allow her the opportunity to study
Senegal and noticed, on a trip to both perspectives.
Gambia, that "a lot of people from
Davies said, "It's a really neat
our background—small liberal arts opportunity." She was impressed that
schools—are really involved in vol- the Fellowship focused on the individunteer programs." From talking to ual rather than the topic that the indiher host brother and the volunteers vidual was researching.
she met she saw the different perspectives and wanted to explore

Fall Oak Fellowship cancelled after Palestinian human
rights lawyer denies U.S. access to Israeli security files
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The fellow must complete a project and
present it at the end of the year-longindependent study.
The nominees must submit their proposal and a personal statement to the college and the group of eight decide who to
nominate for the fellowship.
Prager's proposed independent
study is called "Faith Under Fire;
Women of the Russian Orthodox
Church." Her proposal includes visiting towns in Russia and speaking with
women over 60 years old to understand what religion means to them and
has meant to them in the past, specifically during communist rule.
Prager was inspired by a Jan Plan
experience in Russia her first year.
Prager said at the time she could not
speak Russian [her minor is now
Russian], but wanted to converse with
the older women she saw at the
churches she visited.
Davies is intrigued by "religion and
how it impacts people," she said, due
to her experiences in different
Buddhist countries when she was
abroad last year.
She would go to India and South
Africa to , study religious converts.
Davies wants to look at "what religion
and culture have to do with identity."
Alymer has worked with digital
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Sexual Assault Awareness Week aimed
to make statement on painful issue

IN T O W N

Sign of the Sun

By KATIEHAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Sexual Assault Awareness Week
began last year as an event led by the
recently implemented Sexual Assault
Task Force. This year, the Awareness
Week took place Oct. 27-31, with events
held to inform students and faculty about
various aspects of sexual assault.
"The goal is to educate people and
raise awareness," Chair of the Sexual
Assault Task Force Kellie Phelan '04
said. "We feel like we've encountered a
lot of defensiveness, This isn t to shock
people; it's to get people thinking about
their relationships with other people."
"Pornography in the Media: Images
of Violence Against Women," a presentation by Professor of Sociology and
Women's Studies at Wheelock College
Gail Dines, was given on Wednesday,
Oct. 29. The program was originally
designed as'a first-year supper seminar,
Nurs e Practitioner Lydia BuldocMarden said, but it _was_ res_cheduled
because of the death of Dawn
Rossignol. It was then decided to make
it open to the entire Colby community.
"We thought it-would be better if
people could come because jt was
optional," Buldoc-Marden said. "It
was very well attended."
Director
of Security
Pete
Chenevert, along with a Rape
Aggression Defense System (RADS)
instructor from Waterville Rape
Crisis, held a workshop on safety on
Thurs., Oct. 30. The events were sponsored by SHOC, the Health Center,
and other organizations on campus.
"It's a problem at Colby more than
most people realize," Phelan said.
"The issue on Colby's campus that
people may not be aware of, is that
chances are it's not going to be a

Frederick J. Ruder is the CEO
and
buyer for
Farfetched
Enterprises and the owner of the
Sign of the Sun shop on Silver St.
Features Editor Emily Honig sat
down with him to discuss his business and view his extensive collection of handmade marbles.
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Gail Dines spoke oil women in pornography last Wednesday.
stranger hiding in the bushes. It will be
someone you know, someone you're
partying with."
; The Sexual Assault Task Force had
a table in Cotter Union during the
week, where information about sexual
assault was available. The Picture
Project was a feature of the table,
Phelan said. Photographs of students
were .displayed "just to make a visual
statement in support of people at Colby
whom this has been an issue for." The
task force also created a Ribbon
Statement, giving people teal ribbons
with the message to "recognize this as
a,problem and strive to respect myself
in mutual relationships. "
In addition to students not always
recognizing that there is a problem,
another difficulty exists in the unwillingness of students to report an incident when one does occur, both
Buldoc-Marden and Phelan noted.
"It s very uncommon for people Jo
come forth. For guilt, shame or confusion about what happened people

won't report it," Buldoc-Marden said.
"It's important to get counseling and
medical services, whether people
decide to pursue legal action or not." /
"People are afraid to report [sexual
assault]. The environment here is not
supportive. Word travels quickly
through the grapevine," Phelan said.
"Something like this week helps. It
would also help for students in general
to have a better understanding of the
reporting process."
Although statistics show that women
are more frequentl y the victims of sexual assault than men, "men can make a
huge difference [in prevention],"
Phelan said. '
"Men coming forward makes an
additional statement that adds power
to other statements. They can help tell
other men about what's ,okay. It's
especially important for men to come
forward and say we will help you try
to end it," Phelan added. "In my mind,
if it [sexual assault] happens to one
person here, that's too many."

Foss parking lot loses spaces; College begins for
CONTRIBUTING Wftff ER:.

Foss lot; where there are,always empty
spaces' even as the other Student parking
lots fill. There is concern, however, that
with the corning of winter the number of
spaces will decrease.
In response, to student anxiety,
Campbell said, "I go through that parking lot several times a day, and I haven 't
seen a day yet that that parking lot was
fulL.The spots we're blacking out are
less than the number of open spots we're
seeing." ,
There are 1,249 student vehicles registered to park on campus, including commuters. Currently, the Foss lot holds 350
spaces. There are also 197 student spaces
in the Roberts lot| 240 in the Hillside lot
and 95 in the lot for the Alfond Senior
Apartment Comp lex , according to
Director of Security Peter Chenevert,
which adds up to 882 parking spots on
campus.. The number of parking spots
often decrease with the arrival of snow,
as ice makes it hard for students to park
between the lines and plowed snow takes
up spaces. As the semester wears on,
there also tend to be more students with
cars.on campus.
Campbell added thai more space will
be available , should the need arise.
"Once il starts lo snow," he said, "the
place where the construction equipment is
will be opened up !<>r overflow parking."

Since the construction of the new
bui ldings located on the Colby Green has
begun, the number of parking spaces in
the Foss parking lot has been reduced by
18. This reduction has caused concern
from students who park in the lot.
Parking spaces on the north end of the
Foss lot, near die Lunder House, have
been blocked by a fence, and others have
been blacked out to serve through traffic,
Students are concerned about the continued availability of parking in front of
the Mary Low Commons and have
expressed annoyance with the increased
competition for parking and the fact thai
the ends of the rows were blocked at one
point. "I have a really big problem.with
it," said Nick Farrell '07, who lives in
Foss. "It makes me reverse all .the time.
It 's really annoying, but it hel ps my
reversing skills."
Steve Campbell , project manager for
the Colby Green , said that the removal
of several of the parking spaces will be
permanent,
"The spaces within the construction
area of the fence will be blocked off for
die duration of the Colby Green Project ,"
he said. "The end of the parking Jot will
be cut back to make .—
i: ' , -.¦
.,.:¦ „„ ..
room for a new road
between the boss
parking lot and the
Lunder lot." Other
spaces have been
removed "so people
looking to park can go
around (the Lunder)
end , and for snow
removal."
I lowcver , at the
moment there is still
Mi.utshA rum
ample parking in thef ( mparking lot has lost 18 spaces.

Nature:
V Medical Response "
Vandalism
Auto Accident
Larceny
,
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation (3)
Citation (2)
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation (2)

Date:
Time:
10/28/03 ' .12:35 p.m. "
10/28/03
2:24 p.m.
10/29/03
10:45 a.m.
10/31/03
7:47 p.m.
' 7:35 p.m.
10/31/03
10/31/03
7:45 p.m.
10/31/03
7:45 p.m.
10/31/03 '
9:53 p.m.
10/31/03
8:00 p.m.
10/31/03
10:30 p.m. ;
10/31/03
10:20 p.m.
10/31/03
9:45 p.m. .
10/31/03
10:10 p.m.
10/31/03
9:45 p.m.
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Location:
.
Campus Building
Johnson Hall
Athletic Center '
Unknown
Dana Hall
Outside Dana Hall
Outside Dana Hall
Foss Hall Room 223
Dana Hall
Hillside Lot
Near Hillside Lot
Miller Library
AMS Hall
Roberts Row

Coffeehouse hopes to
gain more business
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Despite the recent renovation of
the Coffeehouse, student attendance
is still low. Director of Dining
Services Varun Avashti is interested
in boosting the venues reputation.
"I'd love to start working with the
students to make it a successf ul place,"
Avashti said , "We have this nice
Coffeehouse that was built last year."
The Colfeehouse serves as a nonalcohol related social gathering
space. "We have the Pub for upperelassmen ," Avashti said. This is a
"space that is nice and comfortable
for students not of drinking age."
fhe Coffeehouse was changed last
year when the Mary Low residence
hall was renovated. It used to be a
student-run colfeehouse with a small
kitchen, The coffee was free then.
/ i .i;ui ur ;
but the space was not open on a regular basis. As a result , Avashti said ,
"only about 15 to 20 students ever
used it."
Student Activities funded the creation of a more professional
Coffeehouse. "The idea was to take
the space and make it available Io dic
whole student population ," Avashti
^^VM^B^^^BlKaSiiC^fl^l^lB^^^^^^^^HHBHHHHHlHHI ^Bi^l
staled. "The College was very committed to having a gathering space
|that was] not alcohol-related." *
Hence, tlic Mary Low Coff eehouse
was born and coffee became reliably
available to the entire student population , albeit at a cost.
Avushti said that there mny exist a
myth that , "because of the way the
Coffeehouse looks [the] coffee is
expensive," The truth, according to
IN

the Sun.

EMILY HONIG/THE COLBy ECHO

looking for a college town, and
they've been an excellent neighbor
for a long time.: Sometimes they
seem like they're not really
involved, but I think that's to be
expected...I, personally, relate to
Colby because if s not that different
from where I went to school...! enjoy
having Colby people around, too.
E: Do you think Colby has
changed over time?
F: I think students have changed.
There used to be more granolas, if
"granolas" isn't an antique term, and
fewer yuppies. I'm kind of a yuppie
granola, so I got the best of both
worlds.
E: Do you have a business philosophy?
F: Sort of, but it's just a life philosophy, which is "carpe diem." It's
old, but it's useful. As far as business
goes, it's just the usual: buy it cheap,
sell it high. I'm sure you've heard
that before.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log October 2003

construction of Green. adeciLiafe parking remains
By IAN CAMPBELL

Emily: How long have you been
located here?
Frederick: We've been in
Frederick J. Ruder, owner of Sign of
Waterville since '71.
E: Can you tell me a little about
the evolution of your business?
F: We started out as a leather Rochester which is a professorial
^
shop, and after a certain period of position, so I got to go there for
time it became clear that I was a fac- free...And then I moved but to San
tory worker, and I was tired of it. So Francisco, which we liked, but...we
I started buying and selling.
eventually decided to move back to
E: How did you pick this loca- New England.
. E: Can you tell me a little' bit
tion?
>. . .
F: Waterville, because we were about the business itself?
looking for cheap land in New
F: In a way, this is kind of a store
England, and as far as this space... left over from San Francisco in the
we were down the street, and one 1970s. We do a lot of areas that no
evening I happened to look up, and I one else seems to get into, stuff we
just saw all these windows. I just carry comes from tiny companies
couldn't resist it. When we moved that can't do business with the big
in,-it was all one big, big room, 85 chains because they just don't do
feet by 85 feet, and I thought it enough volume. It's eccentric for
would give us room to grow. We still Waterville, but Waterville could use
haven't filled it up—we're getting some of that (laughs) *
E: How has Waterville changed in
close, though
E: Can you tell me a little about 32 years?
F: Not an awful lot, not as much
yourself? . . . -. , . '
F: I was born in Key West. My as some places. But it was busier
father was an officer in the Navy, so when we first moved here.
we moved around a lot. Eventually,
E: How do you feel about Colby?
he ended up as the commandant of
F: [Colby] was one of the main
the ROTC unit at the University of reasons we came here, we were

Avashti, is quite different. "Our premium coffees are priced lower than
premium coffees in Waterville, or
even Augusta."
However, Avashti acknowledges
complaints about the price of the
coffee. He says that dining services
has "looked into having non-premium coffee as an alternative ," for students who do not want to pay the
higher prices.
The Coffeehouse is also try ing to
cooperate more with the Joseph
Family Spa to attract students. It is
intentional that the Coffeehouse
opens one hour before the Spa closes. The Coffeehouse also transports
salads and sushi from the Spa after it
closes to serve in the evening.
Students should "keep an eye out"
for cooperative promotional events,
Avashti said, For example, coupons
might be created for a free pizza
after the purchase of nine
Coffeehouse beverages.
A
new
feature
of
the
Coffcehouse/Spu
relationships
allows students to order p izza from
the Spa to be delivered to the
Coffeehouse. This option costs less
than ordering from pizza shops in
town, and "students don 't necessarily have to tip," Avashti said ,
The Coffeehouse hosts many
events, especially fdms and bands nnd
also houses new audio/visual equipment designed to be used by all students. "We wunted it to be a place to
hang out,"Avushti said. He hopes that
more students will utilize the space
and offer feedback. "I hope to hear
more suggestions from students."

Disposition:
MairieJj eneral
. Security
Security
. WTVL Police
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office

Comments:
Illness. '
Vending Machine Damage.
Damage to PDD vehicles.
DV Camera taken from car.
Open Container.
" Open Container.
Open .Container.
Unregistered Party.
¦ Possession of a BB Gun.
Open Container.
Open Container.
Open Container.
Open Container.
Open Container.

Meet Security: Jeff Coombs
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

It is 9 p.m. on a Saturday night, and
Security Officer Jeff Coombs has just
woken up. He is currently dedicating his
weekend nights to keeping Colby students safe. The hours might be rough,
Coombs said, but "it's better than sitting
around writing parking tickets all day."
When asked what he, as a security
officer, docs at Colby, Coombs didn't
have to think long about the response
"Everything," Coombs said.
Although he most enjoys responding
to emergency or medical calls, and his
favorite tasks are the ones mat involve
"aiding people in some way," his work as
a security officer involves much more
than dealing with emergencies.
Much of what Coombs and die other
security officers do isn 't glamorous or
heroic, "but we do it anyway," he said,
liven if he is only locking buildings or
writing parking tickets, Coombs works to
"make sure everything's okay, in general."
Coombs worries about the false sense
of security generated by the Colby campus. "It's alwuys been 'hey, we're up here
at Colby, everything's nil safe,'" he said.
In light of recent events, however, "the
students [arc] taking a larger role in their
own security...! hope it stays that way."
In the past , Coombs said, the "slu-
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Jeff Coombs patrols campus.

denls put themselves in Ihc situations ."
By being more aware of their own sense
of security, says Coombs, students can
keep themselves from becoming victims.
This is true, he said, "even for smaller
things, like a stolen wallet."
Coombs has been with Colby for five
years. "1just sort of ended up here,"he said.
"Colby is a good community. 1 like
all the different people, and I like helping people."
Coombs does more than keep Colby
students safe, though . "I do have a life
when 1 can," Coombs said. He enjoys
outdoor activities , especially hunting and
camping. "Maine has a lot to offer,"
Coombs said. "I even like gardening. I
have a big garden."

QUEER MUTINY: Posterssparkcontroversy
Continued from Page 1
or buying certain clothes,
In hindsight, however, the root of
these recent controversies may have
been necessary to address. Both Land
nnd Bougere agree that (lie point of their
flyers was "to spark dialogue, because

this was a discussion' that the Queer
community itself needed to have."
"It was meant to be provocative , and
it was angry because wo were angry,"
Land said. "1 had every right lo respond
to this silencing and erusure of everything we stood for."

's unpublished pro se
Miller Library

EDITORIAL

graffiti,changes drastically. Of all the
floors,the least amount of graffiti canbe
found here On carrol 1C-22, "Hello
Erica" is written innocently alongside

Heightening the level of discourse

VANITYPRESS

Sometimes the books we read in
librariesaren't wherethe real information
is. Looking up from our desks, we might
not be distractedby two monkeysjitterbugging,but we may be by somegraffiti.
These priceless snippets of prose dot
Miller Librarylike hives on the skin of an
allergic youngsterat camp.
The irony that some of the mostinteresting literaturewritten in Miller is in no
book, but ratherstenciledon study carrols
intrigues me. Curious, I looked.at one
study carrol from each floor, and. transcribedtheir graffiti contents. What I have
found speaks to the cloistered student in
all of us,no matterwhat floor wework on.
Basement study carrols seemto have
more graffitithan the Berlin wall. Few of
the remarkswritten on carrol GC-26 are
printable. Many center around mouths
and butts and need lime discussionhere.
Some of the more notable and printable
messagesinclude the demanding,"smoke
pot"and the phUosophical"today is always
here and tomorrow never." My guessis
that the last statement was made while
some student was finishing up a paper in
the early morning.He or she is inclinedto
date the paper the day before, the day the
person sat down to write the paper, but
today is now tomorrow, The student sighs
and makeshis or her realization.The next
natural step is to jot down the idiom on
the nearest piece of Colby property.
Moving up one floor, the tone of the

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"This is a civil discourse from
the inhabitants of Dana 231 and 232
in response to Dean Kassman's
unnecessary
complaint
to
Buckwheat's character. Does anyone else think that this letter is
overly politically sensitive? The
Colby Idol stage is not well known
for its political commentary on race
and other issues.
"We think sometimes people
look too far' into thoughtless fun.
We hope no one was offended ,
but if they were, it shouldn 't be
this big of a deal. By the way,
this SNL Buckwheat character
was actually created and performed by a respected AfricanAmerican, Eddie Murphy."
I was shocked to see this in the
Digest of Civil Discourse. What
took place at Colby Idol was incredibly offensive to some. For those of
you who do not know what I am strel show, even though he was not
talking about, I am referring to conscious of the deeper meaning in
Guito Joseph's '04J performance of his actions.
(
Buckwheat singing "Reading
For those of you who do not
Rainbow." This idea was not origi- know the definition of a minstrel
nal, It was an imitation of ah Eddie show, it is, "a troupe of performers
Murphy Sketch on Saturday Night in blackface typically giving a
Live. After his performance, Shapel comic program of Negro songs and
Mallard '06 took the microphone jokes." The offensive part is that
and said , "I would hope that in this these songs and jokes would be preday and age people still wouldn 't sented by actors portraying caricafind minstrel shows funny. This is tures of African Americans such as

Buckwheat is
considered so
offensivethat the
wordT3uckwheaT
has been defined
as a racial slur.
What disturbed
us...was the fact
people actually
laughed at this.
c
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Maritza Straughn=Wrif iams,
Anthropology & African
American Studies
Pamela Thoma ,
American Studies & Women 's, ,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Megan Williams '04
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flicking bullshit, I'm leaving."
Now for those of you who don't
know Mallard, he is not an angry
person. He is very logical and is not
quick to make Tash remarks. What
angered,.him so much was the fact
that Joseph had performed a min-

By ANTONIO MENDEZ

Jason Bougere '04
Cheshire Calhoun,
Philosophy
Margaret McFadden,
American Studies
Jorge Olivares,
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phrases like "who would" and "mad
world."Forno apparent reason, someone
has also written out "no," seemingly
independentof any otherparcel of information. Surely this bit of graffiti is akin
to a pronoun with no clear subject
However, a bit of mischiefis to be found
on this carrol. Apparently "[unnamed
girl] is a spaz!" Written belowthis insult
one finds "also, she smells."
The second floor has perhapsthe best
peceofgraflMI sawanywhereinMiller.On
carrol2C-50onewrites'Mdterms'03"as if
it weresomeraucousspringbreaker basketball seasonto documentOminously,another writes:''the cobrasare back," whileyet
another remembers.: "I-heart-summer!" Effixjuragingly onewrites:"Youcan
do it!" 'He's cooler man you!!!" is also
found written on IbiscarroLSadly,the "you"
will never be specified and people everywhereareforcedto wonder,who is thatguy
coolerthan me?
Some people lock their crazy uncles
in the attic, others lock themselves.
This third floor studier, willing to hide
in the upper reaches of Miller, must

Colleges-and universities are great
for traditions. If someone runs a pair
of blue jeans up the flagpole on Dec.
1, then some idiot will doubtless run
another pair up the flagpole next Dec.
1. All it takes is two repetitions: blue
jeans replace Old Glory every year
STEVEN WHNBBWVTHE COLBY ECHO
until some bright young thing decides
3C-50 and speak to said struggles. to run the Dean of Residential Life up
Sparks of humor fly, where one student the flagpole instead, not likely to
has tried to. write the words of encour- become a tradition because word will
agement "you can do it?" and another get out very quickly among candiwritesbelow, "put your [butt] into it!" dates for the Dean of Residential Life.
afterwards. 'T-heart-work,'' "Thank And y'all will be plumb out of Deans
you!" and even "I-heart-study carrol after one year.
graffiti!" add a level of optimism to
But some traditions involve neither
otherwise cynical floor.
mayhem nor clothes-snatching. Some
The irony loses its effects when we traditions—like Topsy—just grow.
realizethere isn't mat much information I've been involved with one such train the graffiti. Though, it still is fun to dition for over 15 years now, and I'M
look around and see what other people NEVER GOING TO RETIRE. I
do when they get bored These snippets mean the tradition involving
of someone else's studying are bound to Halloween ghost stories in Lorimer
be more entertaining than your own.
Chapel, a chance for us to disgust you
My.column last week was meant to and for you to be disgusted. Or
be taken as satire. Apologizingfor my scared. Or bored. Or something.
column would be dishonest, as I knew I
Still, Halloween ghost stories in the
would upset some by writing it. Chapel is now a bona fide Colby traHowever, some topics I discussed were dition. Jenny Boylan and I drew a
taken by certain groups in ways I did fair-sized crowd to the Chapel the
riot intend. I have tried my best to under- other night to listen to our stories, and
standhow I offended such groups, have we were pleased that we managed to
learned much from these experiences fill up the bottom floor again this
and invite any further criticism of my year. But the true test of a tradition is
work.
whether you can take it on the road.
Do Colby alumni recall spooky stuff
with enough fondness to induce the
Alumni Office to send us on the road
with our ghost stories? • . -» . "" '
Oddty enough, alumni DO like to
the "mammy," the "sambo" and the recall those thrilling days of yester"pickaninny." What does this have year, when out of the past came the
thundering hoofbeats of the great
to do with Colby, Idol?
The character Joseph was por- horse, Silver: "Hi Ho, Boylan (or
traying, Buckwheat, is a minstrel
character. He was the "pickaninny"
in the "Our Gang" film series.
Buckwheat is considered so offensive that the word "Buckwheat" has
been defined as a racial slur. What
disturbed us—us being the people
who were offended—was the fact
that people actually laughed at this.
Guito was on stage portraying a
pickaninny! African-Americans
have had to work hard to distance
themselves from stereotypes such
as this.
There are those who argue that Bassett), Away!" Boylan and I have
since Eddie Murphy created this several times slipped into the Harvard
depiction of Buckwheat everything Club in Boston to read to the 85 peris fine. I would say that people can cent of Colby alums who live in
do harm to their own race. Blacks Brookline, and I've gone solo there
can bring blacks down too, not just myself once or twice. I didn't realize
whites. As for Eddie Murphy being how sharp those alumni were until
respectable, he has a history of one told me she'd heard me read that
being homophobic and a queer same story her first and last years at
basher, so Eddie Murphy is not to the College.
Boylan is more inventive than I. This
be held as the bar for other blacks.
The point that I want to get across is year she sang and played her own piano.
that even though people saw Often she recites"The Cremation of Sam
Joseph's performance as fun, it is McGee," which I find about as scary as
the modern-day equivalent of being VanillaIce. But last weekshe cameup with
a recentSteven King chiller (out of The
called a nigger.
If you are looking for moreinformation New Yorker, I think) that had one of the
on minstrelshows, therewill be a viewing greatestKing endings I've ever heard. She
of Spike Lee's "Bamboozled" Nov. 11 at
Continued on Page 5
6 p.m. in Page Commoas.

Why Colby itlol was offensive to some

their courage in demanding equal
opportunity in education for all,
regardless of gender.
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Traditions

By Steven Weinberg

LETTER

Dear Editor:
We write, as-concerned student and
faculty members of the Coordinating
Committee of the Women's, Gender,
and Sexuality Studies Program, to
publicly state our support of the students who have filed a lawsuit alleging that Colby College is in violation
of Title IX.
We believe that female students , have the right to athletic
programs equal to> those of male
students and , further, that Colby
College should do everything
possible to insure the equitable
distribution
of
Athletic
Department resources among the
different programs.
We commend the students for
._—.— ,—.
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But some traditions
involve neither
mayhem nor
clothes snatching.
Some traditions—¦
like topsy—just
grow
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"In Bra's yard!"

—Katie Qurtts '06 and Devon Ducharme '06
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"AttheBob-In."

' — Dan Saganey 'Q& andAshley Lamb '06
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I'M NEVERGOINGTO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

The lack of civility and respect for students' rights to free speech in
recent approaches to discourse on campus.is troubling. It is important to
realize that, while political correctness is certainly important, differences
of opinions are inherent in and essential to good discourse, and it is impossible to express opinions without offending.Asjournalists, we see freedom
of speech as an indispensable right. It is essential that, when dialoguing
about issues on campus, students take care not to take opinions that differ
from theirs as personal attacks. Discourse, as a function of communication,
only serves to educate us; being both offended and offensive is part of the
territory, because we learn how to constructively negotiatedifference.
In light of sections of the international community's reaction to Steve
Weinberg's column "Costumes Wal-Mart doesn't stock," the Echo would
like to respond to its Opinions editor's statements and the ensuing discourse. The editorial staff believes that Weinbergwas within his bounds to
make social commentary, just as any other student has the nght to contribute to this publication. Whether or not his opinions mirror those of the
rest of the editorial staff is irrelevant according to the inherent function of
the op/ed section, which demands diversity of thought.
The Monday, 5 p.m. gathering of members of the international community on Miller steps in response to Weinberg's column was an event that
the Echo found newsworthy. Those students were reacting to a social statement, and we wanted their reaction to be heard; in fact, such dialogue is
encouraged. The Echo photographer was at the gathering not to antagonize, but rather to document both sides of a story.
Despite their choice to gather in a public venue, those in attendance disagreed with and were frustrated by the Echoes presence, saying that it was
not a.College event and they had planned to take pictures of themselves for
private use. Congregating in a public space, however, affords any individuals, media-associated or otherwise, the right to attend.
Our photographer was simply doing his job. While we understand that
the students politely requested that our photographer not take their picture,
it was his intention to represent a pubic reaction to social commentary, and
we believe it was within his bounds to do so.
We understand the students' concern with our presence, but our photographer made it clear that he was not there to antagonize. One of the
students present, however, still choseid spit at him. We find this reaction
surprising and upsetting. As students at an institution of higher education, our level of communication should be mature. Had those students
not wanted their picture taken publicly, they should have moved their
gathering to a private venue. Moreover, a higher level of discourse
entails not only civility and respect, but" also the courage'to openly discuss differences.
Along similar lines, the Echo feels that the Dean of Students Office's
response to the recent Colby Idol contest was inappropriate and offensive
to the ideals of- the community. While we understand why many students
were offended by the skit in question and we applaud the goal of creating
a community where all members are respected and valued, we believe that
members of the community should not silence themselves if they believe
that their views may affect others in the community negatively. A community is a forum in which learning and discourse take place. In order to educate ourselves, we must entertain a diversity of perspectives.

In supportof the TitleIX lawsuit

have some kind of inner struggle to
overcome. Phrases like , "Tired?
Discouraged?Deface Colby property!"
and "Faulkner sucks [butti" dot carrol
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First Quarter Report issued by SGA

By Steve Weinberg

By DEREK TAFFand JOSH GERMAN
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT OF SGA

The rift within Colby 's queer commiimty
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Last week, Coming Out Week was
in full swing. However, Foss, with its
unusually colorful , warm and fuzzy
feeling, had a bitter aftertaste.Among
the rainbow flags and brightly colored
posters, attached to the flyers pro-^'
claiming a quest for the unquestioning
acceptance of all people are broadsides
asserting "Don't Assimilate, Militate!"
These broadsides were offensive,
inappropriate and wrong on many levels. Pleasexion't mistake my intentions;
I am not-n trying to attack the people
who created the broadsides. I am
speaking against the way these, ideas
were unfairly imposed upon the
Bridge, upon the campus in general
and upon the queer community.
Coming Out Week was a Bridge
event. With the exception of the Queer
Birthday Bash, which was sponsored
by the Pugh Community Board, members of the Bridge coordinated the
week's events. . ..
.. . For those of you who are unsure of
what, exactly, the Bridge is, I'll help
you.out..According to the group's mission statement, ''the Bridge seeks to
enhance those aspects of Colby College

which acknowledge the honesty and
dignity of the individual. We have an
abiding interest in affirming every person's freedom to live safely and comfortably, and be treated respectfully,
regardless of sexual orientation."
By stapling their own flyers to the
ones created by the Bridge, the people
who created the broadsides attached
their own political ideals to the group.
It seems pretty' obvious that these
ideas clash. "Don 't Assimilate,
Militate," is not the slogan that pops
into my head when I read about
"affirming every person 's freedom to
live safely and comfortably." .
I believe that this issue should have
been dealt with within the friendly
confines of the Bridge room. The
authors of the broadsides did not need
to involve every student who ate a
rainbow meal at Foss in what should
have been an internal argument.
It isimportant to createxampus discussion on such a controversial subject. I don t, advocate sweeping the
assimilation debate under a rainbowcolored rug. Making the Bridge look
contradictory and undermining its
goals, though, was completely unnecessary, even malicious.
Those who created the broadside
wrongfully imposed their own politi-

cal beliefs on an. organization working
for acceptance. On a broader level,
though, me anti-assimilationists are
imposing their beliefs on the entire
queer community.
There are a lot of ways to be queer.
There are a lot of ways to be straight.
There are a lot of ways to be anything.
I think the anti-assimilationists tend to
forget that.
I don't have any problems with people using their sexuality to make themselves unique. I understand that there
are a lot of people out there who don't
want to be like everybody else. But
there are also many people who really
do want to fit in. Including queers.
Their desires are perfectly legitimate. If it is wrong to criticize them
for wanting to share their beds with
members of the opposite sex, isn 't it
also wrong to criticize them for wanting to share their lives with an accepting community?
Just as it was wrong for the creators
of the broadsides to impose their
beliefs upon the Bridge, the anti-assimilation'movement is wrong to impose
their beliefs upon the queer community. If they want to militate, I suggest
they do it on the.ir own time, without
¦unwittingly involving a group committed to unquestioning acceptance.

Compounding the words but not the fun

BODY BY JAKE

By Mike Hildebrandt
The other day I was wondering why
there were a bunch of little kids in
Halloween costumes running around
campus going trick-or-trcating. Then
it hit me. Of course, that is what kids
do for the whole month of October
now is go trick or treating. I was upset
by this realization ,, because in my
youth, Halloween was just one day of
trick-or-treating. Sure, we sang the
day before Halloween at school, and I
had to tell my mom what 1 wanted to
be a month in advance so she could
make my! costume the night before;
but it was a short-lived holiday. Now
the candy rolls in from Columbus Day
until , well, Halloween.
Linguists are at fault here. Maybe
even Webster's. They are allowing
people to ifcreale new words at their
own leisure. Some little kids decided
/ _^_____,

that ' they weren 't getting enough
candy, so they came up with a new
term that would extend Halloween.
They started calling the whole month
of October "Falloween." Sure, just
smash two words together and you
have a new, extended holiday. When
the leaves start falling, it is fair game
to dress up like an idiot and go over to
your neighbor 's house and ask them
for candy.
I really blame the guy who created
the term brunch. I am pretty sure that
is where all of this nonsense started.
"Look mom, I can put two words
together and make them into a new
one with a new meaning when I take
out some of the crucial letters that
helped me to understand it before."
I'm sure your mom was really proud ,
but your little gig didn 't catch on very
quickly. No one ever started calling
the early bird-special "linncr," even
though it is more like a late afternoon
lunch than a proper dinner. You were
more of a failure than the guy who
Coined the term , "Hey, it's the
nineties" in 1997. Great job, man. But
three years later, we couldn 't say it
anymore because, well, it wasn 't.
It caught on in the electronics world
though . There was the camera that

was actually a video recorder, the
Camcorder. That was sort of. like
brunch, but it lasted longer and wasn't
as tasty. And speaking of tasty, nothing ever tasted so good as food eaten
off of a spork. You remember this
ingenious invention: the spoon that
had some slits in/the end of it so that it
could double as a fork. Camping was
never the same.
I got to Colby and encountered a
new group of people. They had
accents and could reall y drink. I heard
they were called Massholes—at least
that is what all of the Yankees fans
were calling them. They listened to a
type of funk music that had really hard
bass beats and they called it Elephunk.
I am sure their mothers were proud of
them too. Then there were the athletic
artists who coined the term smoccer to
talk about their extracurricular schedule, Stutlcnt Health On Campus even
got into the game by competing with
l-alloween making SllOClobcr, which
featured a month of sexual assault
awareness. They could make up words
with the best of them , and you never
know when someone will make a
spork" in your honor. Thanks, brunch
guys. You really ruined my fall and
mostly my whole life.

BASSETT: Spookystoriesleavelonglastingmemoriesfordistantalumni
Continued f rom Page 4
does another by a psychopathnamed Baker
about Mr. Potato Head and still a tliird
about firefliesthat liasmined summa'fbnil
leasttwo men I know.
I 1, do frog ponds , unci Woody
"The
KLugelmnss
Allen 's
Ep isode," and roaches (which the
Echo reviewer found "too long "
last year), and vampires , and child
snatchers and a wonderfu l Roald
Dahl p iece about a man who likes
to bet your finger (your choice ,
any finger) against his money that
your cigarette lighter won 't
"always ", ignite. Yeah, that 's the
"Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory " Dahl. His imagination

went crazy sometimes . And I love
a very short one about the swordsmen, of,Varnis.
Sometimes the stories fail. I've
tried Poe, but nineteenth-century language rend aloud doesn 't hold the
Sesame Street generation. I once read
a gem called "Kingsmeat" about cannibalism that culled up a delegation
thilt denounced me as a diseased and
loathsome weirdo , I ' m not nine
whether Boylan has ever gotten such a
vivid reaction , but I' ve been at it for u
few years longer than she has. And
she'll be n! it a few years longer than I
will , although I'M NliVliR GOINGTO RETIRE. I rendto the DC-areaalumni
last weekand some 35 turned out.
I've read in San Francisco and Los

Angeles, in Chicago and Minneapolis.
And the alums come up afterwards to
tell me that I read that one the same
night they dressed up like President
Cotter and paral yzed the entire third
floor of Dana. Or that I read "The
Swordsmen of Varnis" u lot better
than 1 did in '91. Hey, I had the flu that
year. Seems odd climbing on und off
airplanes with a folder full of strange
stories. But if the town is deserted ,
there 's probabl y a very good reason
for it and 1 coihe back to May flower
Hill. Quickl y.
All in all, however, Boylan and 1
have become something like a. trad ition. Wc endure.
But you belter not even think of
running us up the flagpole .

The Student Government Association
has thus far had a successful but challenging first quarter. Last May and again
this fall we outlined to the student body
our "Five Point Plan" which roughly
maps out our focus for the year. Through
the plan we hope to improve:
1. Academic and Residential life
2. Safety
3. Diversity
4. Postgraduate Preparedness
5. The clout and effectiveness of SGA
We felt at the time, and feel even more
so now, that these points address fundamental issues of great concern to the student body. Moreover, we have discovered
that in many cases these points overlap
and interlink making certain initiatives
valuable on multiple levels. Safety is an
excellent example of this phenomenon.
SGA made a strong commitment at the
beginning of the year to improve safety
on campus. One of the first motions
passed was the recommendation to install
keycard readers to limit access to Miller
Library/ Since doing so, the administration and Board of Trustees have taken
steps to make thisa realitythis year(ideally by the end of the semester). Safety
has become ah even larger concern for us
since' Dawn Rossignol's tragic murder.

SGA has responded by implementing
programs that will promote greater
awareness of personal safety. One way
we have done this is through co-sponsorship of a R.A.D.S. (Rape Aggression
Defense Systems) program with Colby
Security,which will run periodically until
we feel the demand has been met In
addition to this offering we are working
with security to offer shorter sessions to
discuss personal safety tips with experts.
We are alsb in the process of arranging a
volunteer "safe walk" escort service to
alleviate some of the added burden on the
Security department while, encouraging
use of the "buddy system" which was
recommended by Waterville Police and
Colby Securityin the wake of the murder.
Additionally, we have advocated for
strong student inclusion in the
security evaluation that will take
place over the course of this year
with outside consultants.
While programs like RADS and personal safety talks will help students while
they're at Colby, we also hope it imparts
students with valuable life skills: In this
way, we believe there is an overlap
between our efforts to improve both safety
and postgraduate preparedness. Another
waywehope to build on thetheme of 'preparedness is through a program we are
planning for the spring semester that
would function like a book seminar with

workshops aimed at building "life skills."
ProfessorRandy Nelson of the economics
department has agreed to oversee the program, which will cover things such as personal finance, computer skills, etiquette,
and more. Presidents' Council has also
passed a motionthat would make newspapers available to students, free at pickup
every day beginning with a trial program
in February 2004. We hope this serves to
familiarize Colby students with local,
national, and world issues and habituate
the student body to become informed and
conscious citizens with regards to their
local and largercommunities.
Academics and residential life are
the essence of the Colby experience.
While both areas are already extremely
strong, we hope to identify ways in
which they could be improved. We
have created a task force to examine
three main areas of academic concern:
credits, distribution requirements, and
consistency with peer institutions with
¦¦
regards to academic issues.
..' '
Our plans and progress are more fully
laid out on the SGA website at
www.colby.edu/sgaor by going directly to
http/Avww.coIby.edu/sgaferxxts/kjprogi ^
s.pdf. We hope that by continuing to
execute our'TivePointPlan," we will fulfill pur goal of making Colby an even more
'
exceptionaland special place. :'

Brobotp otentiallydeceives Colby
Days ago, Bro announced that a Trustees
Working Group has been established that
will consider significant changes in the
alcohol policy. When asked what these
changes entailed, the president refused to
elaborate, while asserting that: as long as
he's president, Colby willnot be a dry cam- ,
pus. This vague statement doesvery littleto
reassureColby students of the continuation
of their alreadydirninishing college social
scene. In fact, insignificant promises of a
By Matt Morrison
non-dry campus may only be intended to
appease die student body and to keep the
Don't be fooled by subtle language. student government in the dark long
Passivity is easy to fake. Switzerland enoughfor unilateralchangesto be made.If
does it , and we all know what therewas no precedence for this tactic, one
Switzerland is really like. They just could negate such an argument as conjeckeep sending over their innocent hot ture, but the convenient change in the
chocolate boxes, hoping that we'll all smoking policy at the tail end of the last
scald ourselves to death. "It's just school year that wasinitiated with minimal
powder" they say. "Our powder is student involvement hints strongly to such
merely liquid chocolate to be con- a strategybeing employed again.
Interestingly, prior to the SGA
sumed by friends and lovers alike.
Has powder ever hurt anyone?" Oh, meeting at an Averill question and
good point...Look at Chris Farley. answer segment, Bro admitted that
YOU KILLED CHRIS FARLEY specific changes in the alcohol policy
AND YOU DON'T EVEN CARE, may include restrictions on hard alcohol at school-sponsored events and
Switzerland!
¦
Well , if the celebrity-assassi- drinking games, but he would not
nating landmass has taught us elaborate. Why would Brobotic intenanything, it is that fighting is not tions seemingly shift in a matter of
fun , but passivity can be even less days? It seems likely that he will not
fun in the long run. If you allow show the student government body his
yourself to be lulled to sleep, true intentions for fear that an open
oftentimes a foreign power, or in admission of specific drinking regulathis case a Brobotic domination tions would cause an uproar.
specimen , may take advantage of Incidentally, the Trustees plan to
begin commencing the changes in
your perceived submissiveness.
meeting
of
the
Student
aicqfiol policy this January, when the
At "a
Government Association a few Lord's student body is depleted and less of a

ADVENTURESIN
OUTERSPACE

force to be reckoned with. •
I used to talk to my stuffed animals.
I admit it. Sammy the Dinosaur used
to be the Jose Canseco to my Mark
McGwire (we couldn't be the Red Sox
because he was biologically verdant)
in the late '80s. Our bond as Bash
Brothers " ended there, however, t
would never allow Sammy to have an
important say in my life, because
Sammy didn't have a voice. Sammy's
encouragement on girls would have
been quite problematic, and likely
would have led to the death of any
vegetarians I had met at recess. While
Brobot admits that he will talk to the
SGA about any changes he intends to
make in the alcohol policy, he has not
stated that they will have,any, powerful say in the matter, essentially stuffing our student body. ,
If no pre-emptive strike is made,
Brobot could initiate changes in the
alcohol policy with little controversy,
and then it would be too late to complain, just as resistance to the Health
Center 's changing hours occurred too
late for students to make a difference.
If Bro encourages us to rest easy
knowing that Colby will remain a
non-dry campus, what 's the harm in
telling everyone what administration 's
actuall y intended alcohol policy
changes are, as he insinuated at the
Averill dorm meeting? Tell us what
your plan is. Tell us what you Would
like Colby to look like regarding alcohol. That's fair", Bro wants to deal with
stuffed animals because they don 't
talk. I just bought a Teddy Ruxpin.

Response to Sisson's anti-Dean column
WHEN RIGHT IS WRONG
By Matt Getty

It has happened once again. I have
been , left astounded and speechless,
shaking my head in wonderment.
Whenever "W" supporters open tlieir
mouths lo demonstrate said support, I
find myself slack-jawed and bemused. It
is with a deeply furrowed brow that I
find myself compelled to respond to Jack
Sisson's column on die Dean revolution,
I must begin by correcting some confusion. First, while many Democrats at
Colby are interested in the campaign, (he
Colby Democrats, in their infinite wisdom, will not endorse a candidate. Tlieir
web page includes links to all of the candidates and the club hopes to eventually
publish a newsletter informing the student body on the entire field. The
Generation Dean listserve is also separate from (lie Colby Democrats.
Mr. Sisson's column is demonstrative
of the cognitive disconnect tliat clouds the
minds of "W" believers. I'irst, I must ask
why such a believer would take time out
from gazing at Reagan posters to "pause
and reflect" about Howard Dean? Perhaps
it says something about Dean's candiducy
that an individual would choose not to
breezily dismiss the entire Democrotic
primary field as the Bush campaign is
sure to do in public. In a much more
telling move, Sisson first claims not lo
understand the source of the revolution

and then subsequently succeeds in putting
his finger right on it. To save readers from
scanning back through the column frantically wondering, "Where?! Where?!" let
me give you a little help.
I speak to all of die neo-cons, trickledown tax-pushers-and the 69 percent of
Americans who still'believe 'Iraq ' was
involved in 9/ll when I say: THE
SOURCE OF THE DEAN REVOLUTION IS GEORGE W. J3USH. The fact
that Dean is catching like California wildfire should cause one to wonder not at the
revolution, but at its, targcl. One might
ask: What is it about Bush that makes so
many people angry? I will refrain from
giving a litany of Bush's shortcomings.
Suffice it to say the list is long, the country and the world are paying dearly for
those mistakes and the prospect of another four years has been enough to fuel a
revolution, It is now incumbent upon me
to describe the nature of that revolution
and Governor Dean 's qualifications to
win a great deal more than 40 states.
Granted, it is difficult to write a speech
that is not un "anti-Bush tirade" when
everything the president has done lius
been wrong. That does not menu that
those counter-proposals are meaningless,
and Sisson would be hard-pressed to
prove that Governor Dean is an exlreinist, other than by merely saying so. As
governor of Vermont, Dean consistently
angered the Democratic Party by making
fiscally conservative decisions in order to
balance the budget. Vermont is the only

state Uiat does not require a governor to
do so. . His stance on (lie Iraq war is
becoming more and more mainstream by
the day as die chaos continues'and evidence emerges as to the imprudent decision-making and campaign of deception
that led inlo it.' As for his tax policy, the
ever-increasing, record-setting, unnecessary budget deficits that are taxing our
generation seem far more extreme Uian
attempting to balance the budgetsome—rdiing Republicans used to be for.
Rather than extremism, what has distinguished Dean in the primary has been
his willingness to address the critical
issues rather than I) roll over and play
dead or 2) promise, everything, even if it
can 't be done. Mr. Sisson would probably counsel that the Democratio Party
should pick someone like Joe
Licberman. After all , the Republican
Party as a penchant for picking the "heir
apparent" for tlieir nomination, As an
added bonus , Licberman is so similar to
Bush that the general public will look at
the two und be forced into a decision
between Licbermun 's disinterested
monotone nnd Bush's fli ght suit,
As for proven success, the fact that
the Dean campaign has set records in
fundraising, mainly due to small , firsttime donutions from political newcomers, should demonstrate the potency of
(lie revolution. Jack's three-legged
horse nnulogy is clever. Personally, I
Would choose one having something to
do with Senbiscuit,

this week
THURSDAY, NOV. 6
• Shenandoah Shakespeare:
"Henry IV, Part i"
7:30 p.m.
Strider Theater
• SGA Film:American Wedding
9:30 p.m.
Arey 005
FRIDAY, NOV. 7
• International Coffee Hour
4:30 - 6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
1 • SGA Film: AmericanWedding
I
7 and 9:30 p.m.
1
^ATey005
• EVE Concert
7 p.m.
Pugh Center
• Shenandoah Shakespeare:
"Two Gentlemen of Verona"
7:30 p.m.
Strider Theater
SATURDAY, NOV. 8
• Memorial Service for Dawn
RossignoL'04
11 am.
Lorimer Chapel
¦¦• Colby Wind Ensemble
7:30 p.m
Lorimer Chapel
• SGAFilm:American Wedding
7 and 9:30 p.m. :
Arey 005

Bassett and Boy lan spo ok at annual Halloween reading
By EMMA McCANDLESS
_A&E EDITOR

A favorite Colby tradition, the
annual Halloween reading in
Lorimer Chapel always draws a large
crowd. This year was no exception,
as Professor of English (emeritus)
Charles Bassett and Professor of
English and Department Co-Chair
Jennifer Boylan met last Thursday
night in the darkened chapel to

Bassett did an
excellent job narrating the tale
["The Pond" by
Nigel Kneale] and
the audience was
visibly affected by
the story's disturbing close.
shock, terrify and just plain "creep
out" an attentive audience.
The audience, which consisted
almost entirely of Colby students,
gathered in the Chapel to the sound
of appropriately spooky~rmrsic
played by Boylan on the piano and
Rick Bishop of the music department
on bass. The music was just the thing
needed to set the tone for a memo-

rable evening of tales of terror in
honor of Halloween.
At last, the audience was assembled and Boylan, dressed as a witch
in a long black cloak and pointy hat,
got things rolling with a small departure from the events usual storytelling. "You want something
scary?"' she asked the audience.
"I've got three words: English
teacher singing."
Boylan played and sang a song
entitled "John Barleycorn Must
Die," which she told the audience
she learned in Ireland several years
ago. The song told the story of three
men who kill another man, John
Barleycorn. As the verses progress,
John Barleycorn comes back to life
and haunts his three killers. Despite
her warning that her singing might
be scary, Boylan did an outstanding
job performing the song and the
reading Was off to an excellent start.
Then it was Bassett 's turn to
entertain, but not without a small
discussion between him and Boylan
over whether or not he should stand
at the podium with the microphone
or remain comfortably in his seat. In
the end, Bassett Won out, and his
tradem ark booming voice carried
more than sufficiently throughout
the Chapel as he read "The Pond," a
short story by Nigel Kneale, which
he has read for the event a number of
times before.
"The Pond" tells the story of a
lonely old man with an extremely
odd hobby, and of the even odder

Theater and dance department set to
continue season with "Man of Mode '
By KAREN PRAGER
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, Nov. 14, the Theater
and Dance department's production
of "Man of Mode" will open in
Strider Theater.
"Man of Mode," by Sir George
Etherege, was first staged in 1676. A
restoration comedy, "Man of Mode"
is a play that deals with real live
issues and mannerisms in a comic
setting. The tradition of restoration
comedy (then called a comedy of
manners) began with Moliere in
France and continued in England
with p laywrights such as William
George
Etherege,
Wycherley,
William Congreve and George
Farquhar. The story is satirical; it asks
the audience to question their own
beliefs and ideals, while at the same
time keeping them entertained.
Restoration comedies, like classical
comedies, end happily.
Marriage is a major theme in
restoration comedy, and "Man of
Mode" is no exception. The story
centers around multiple love stories
and illustrates the affects of love on
various people.
It also examines the theme of
urban versus rural. A summary on the
department web page states of the
show: "This play is about Town ver-

sus Country. Can a morally suspect
man-about-town be famed by an
intelligent, beautiful woman from the
country?" ' . / , •
The show is being directed by
Caroline England, this year 's Irving
D. Suss Visiting Guest Artist in
Residence. According to the Theater
and Dance website, England has
expertise in directing, acting, physical theater and pyrotechnics. Her
physical theater expertise will certainly play a role in her directing of
"Man of Mode." The use of physical
theater should increase the comedic
level of the action of the play and
make the whole production even
more entertaining.
"Man of the Mode" is the theater
and dance department's "21st-century
interpretation of Sir George
Etherege's cynical seventeenth-century comedy..." Stage Manager Gerrit
Lansing '07 explained how England
and her designers, Adjunct Associate
Professor of Theater and Dance Jim
Thurston (sceneography) and Pamela
Scofield (costumes) helped to bring
this seventeenth-century story into
the new millennium. "We've gone with. a minimalist set,
and with costumes as well. They are
very modern , but hint at the seventeenth-century," Lansing said. lie
also explained that England decided
not to make language changes, which
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consequences that befall him as a
result of his beloved pastime. Bassett
did an excellent job narrating the tal e
and when he finished the audience
was visibly affected by the story's
disturbing close.
Next Boylan again took the stage
to read a story that she said appeared
in The New Yorker last summer, and
told the audience that they would
have to guess the author at the end,

deciding between Stephen King,
Richard Russo or John Updike. By
the time Boylan finished reading
"Harvey's Dream," it was clear that
only the slightly unbalanced imagination of Stephen King could think
up a tale that was at once so insightful, so compelling and so realistically frightening.
Bassett closed the" reading with a
final , very, short story—a spoof on

"sword and sorcery" fantasy novels.
By the time the evil inonster foiled
the hero's plans to obtain the living
vapor by whipping out a proton gun
and blasting him to bits, the entire
audience was laughing.
This final selection provided just
the right balance to an evening of
scary storytelling that was,; as
always, both a delight and a fri ght
for Halloween, lovers at Colby.

Beer Review

South of the border:
Dos cervezas de Mexico
excitement He said, "Now that 's a fine beer—certainly Mexican handcrafted. All I can do is rave
about it. "
Blair, however, was hesitant. "I like the Pacifico, but I
Going to school in the middle of cold , snowy couldn't drink a lot of them. You could drink one of these
Maine we do, it's only natural that we might look for and then party the night away with Natty, but unlike the
Dos Equis, you couldn 't
a warm, tropical escape on occasion.
Irink the Pacifico all
This week's panelists, James Logan '04, Susie
night," she said.
Blair '04, Crystal "Cristal" Ward '04 and Josh
Ward agreed , "This is
Cleaver '04, all felt that the rainy
a
beer
you would drink
days and cold weather had dampmn
:o enjoy, but not a party
ened their summer glow. Wc fsffiKS^P
decided to sample Dos Equis ' VSWMK}
beer."
Cleaver, like his felSpecial Lager and Pacifico Clara W&&&&!*(
low
panelist , was
in the hopes that these beers
MHfflBiii "\
J&VH««»"
impressed
with the
would remind us of the warm
t
Pacifico. He felt that
beaches and clear waters of our MLiBiMHpJt
Pacifico had a citrusy
southern neighbor, Mexico.
ImPliL T B
Dos Equis was our first |^^^ S^^S|^
bite to it that called
sampler. Ward felt that the Ii^t jEj |
for a lime , but it was
beer went down smoothly. flSS^li'till^B
reall y qu ite delightful
Logan echoed Ward 's opin- |j|HK !';i|jjH|
without one . He was
ion , commenting that the fH^BlBII^Bif,
also pleased with
:- Tii
-Ji»E^HH(JI<iSW'
beer had no bite to it. /'faMffilliMi^ii
Pacifico 's fullness
Cleaver was somewhat
4-JPfllMW| fl||Kp|
k
of flavor , comJff lmff l T-SBBurstiBKBiS^^Bitvh
skeptical of the beer 's $itHs$EKWKff iwHBZM
R menting, "It 's got
smoothness, saying that JflH|^^^^i^HP
H| a nice full flait teetered on the side of (flJ^^^KHS^raJillilir1
H| vor, but it's not
1?. thick , just full.
being too watery.
U^UHBNnNHIHH
:
f
'
'
Ward ,
however, j H ^ ^H Vi
iiai:\ It maintains a
^RHH
demonstrated to the pan- ^^^^HP &' '' '"ta^HB
(jfejjjf; smooth texture
, i without being
clists a different-way to j ^^^^BftPOt nii^S^
look at the watery H^MR^\ j:. ,f"*WlRl
Ml! watery like the
smoothness of Dos B^BQCWVV. ^%^/%a
U|,j Dos Equis or
Equis , staling, "If you IJHBJHKF ^fllldfl
jjjs'ii too heavy like a
were a dude and you IEE^^^I^I ^I^IH
n|;'| regular lager."
wanted to have a girl II^^^B^f,''- 7 j j^ ^|
With
the
:>•
'
over, this would be
exception
of
jijj i-'
il^BI^Bfe^ J ^K ^m
good beer because it has |
^"^' VSVYM
ggj Ward , all of this
flavor to it , hut it's not ^j ^ K m ^'^
llii ' week's panelists
l rftwH
fi
heavy like a regular ^^^HgjPv '^^llflM
j l|!j agreed that the
' ; Pacifico was the
;; ' '
lager would be."
'?).
^^^HK F
' j llffifl
Blair added , "It 's dcf- jj ^^Hgfe^jj Jjg
jjjif l better beer,
initely a good girl beer."
Ward said that
jSS$j
Iffl^^^^Hl^^^^H
Logan
to
H
she
liked the difij S^^^^HH^^^^^I
V ferent beers for
^ different reasons,
^
^^^^^^^^^
hanging with the boys," he
but she felt that the
.said.
Dos Equis wouldd be a better value for
Our panelists were intrigued by the label 's pro- t he consumer because it had the more drinkable
nouncement that Dos Equis was crafted by a German t piality that she enjoys in a beverage.
brewmaster in Mexico. Cleaver said she felt that Dos
All of the other panelists ranked Pacifico over Dos
Equis was "n good hybrid between a Mexican and 1iquis because of the Pacifico 's full , but not heavy,
German beer, that would comp lement a spicy (luvor and its smooth texture ,
Mexican meal ."
So if the rain , snow, or 4:30 p.m. sunsets have got
"It looks Mexican on the outside , but it's got some j/ n» feeling down , pick up some Pacifico and lose
German flair on the inside ," added Wurd.
jyour self on the sunny beuches of Mexico. Just don 't
Alter Dos Equis had warmed the eager panelists (Irink the water.
up, they moved onto the Pacifico. When Logan, for
one, tasted It, he loved it. He could not contain his
By BILL YOUNKER
STAFF WRITER

GERRir LANSING/THE COLD/ ECHO

"Man of Mode " goes up next week.

maintains a seventeenth-century feel ,
Lansing also talked briefly about
the cast and explained that they have
put an incredible amount of work into
the show. "They all love their characters," he said.
Lansing added that the cast is
doing double duty, since the show has
no backstage crew. "The entire cast
Continued on Page 7

Denzler and Koch redefine jazz
music to mixed reactions from Colby
By ALI BARUTCUOGLU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With free jav.z music, you never know
what to expect. Bertrnnd Denzler and
Hans Koch, the two Swiss improvisntional musicians, put on a show at the
Mary Low Coffeehouse last Thursday
night that went beyond all the conventional expectations of the audience. The
show received mixed reactions. For
some of the audience, the show was a
rare treat, while for others found it to be
slightly disturbing.
What sets Denzler and Koch apart
from many other duos is how they think
about their instruments—tenor saxophone and blss clarinet respectively,
Most musicians, Denzler and Koch
included, must have learned about their
instruments by playing notes as they arc
printed on the page. However, nt some
point in their lives, these two improvisers seem to have looked around, looked

•

Popular Englishprofessors Charlie Bassett and Jennifer Boylan read scary stories in the Chapel last Thursday.
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MELISSA POUI.IN/IME COUIY ECHO

The innovative music of the Denzler-Koch duo surprised many students:
at the instruments in tlieir hands and seeing the players Thursday night and
thought, "Let's see, what kinds of differ- heard some of the sounds coming from
ent sounds can I produce with this brass the concert, you would have had difficully imagining just two instniments, a
object?"
They became very good at it, too. If
you passed by the Colfeehouse without
Continued on Page 7

Symph ony Orchestra pe rf orms
unique contemporary comp ositions
By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EOITOR '

The Colby Symphony Orchestra got
off to a great start last Saturday with
their first performanceof the year.The
conceit, part of the Music at Colby
Series, took place at 7:30 p.m. in
Lorimer Chapel and was extremely
well-attended by Colby students, faculty,staff and othercommunitymembers.
Jonathan Hallstrom, associate professor of music arid conductor of the
orchestra, entered to a round of
applause and got the orchestra started
immediately on the first piece of the
evening, Mozart's ''Overture to Don.
Giovanni." This piece was an excellent
choice to begin the evening, as it was
extremely lively and was both performed and conducted with greatenthusiasm. The orchestra sounded better
man ever, proof that this particular
ensemble continues to improve with
each passingperformance.
The nextpiece,arid the realhighlight
of the evening,was a twentieth century
composition by Stefania De Kennessey
entitled ''Manned Flight" This piece
was not performedby the entire orchestra, but just the string section, featuring
solo flutist Barbara Siesel, music associate in flute at Colby.
Before the piece began, Hallstrom
addressed the audience to provide a bit
of background.He said that in compos-

ing the piece, De Kennessey 'Sharks
back to the melodies of the 18 and 19
centuries but uses them in hew ways.
The orchestrations are very inventive in
this piece. It's a great combination of
some of the old and some of the new,"
Hallstrom said.

tive, this movement made use of a sort
of dialogue between the soloist and the
strings that can only be described as
"musical storytelling." The music was
filled with textures and imagery that
caughtthe imaginationsof the audience
members. There was also a definite

EfHN RHODVTHE COLBY ECHO

The Colby Symphony Orchestra delights with an innovative program.
The first movement was very slow
and flowing and the orchestra and
Seisel performed it gracefully.The flute
seemed to sing along with the melody
the strings played, and die effect was
moving. Seisel herself was very graceful and involved in the music; there
were moments when; she seemed
almost to be dancing ballet in time to
the notes she was playing.
The second movement was a striking
contrast to the first, but equally enjoyable. Very lively and incredibly innova-

soaring sensation at times, which was in
keeping with the title of the piece. All in
all, the movement was entirely distinctive, unique and enjoyable.
After a brief - intermission, the full
orchestra returned and performedone
final piece, Beethoven's Symphony No.
3, Op. 55 ("Eroica"). Just as the Mozart
was an apt opening, this bright and lively piece was a perfect conclusion to a
lovely evening of innovative classical
music at Colby.

Yevgeny Zamyatin's '^We" establishes
the paradigm of a dystopian society
By ANDY UZOTTE
STAFFWRITER

I'm sure that Yevgeny Zamyatin is
not a household name for most students here at Colby, which is exacdy
why I'm discussing his book "We" in
this week's column. For those of you
who read or were forced to read
George Orwell's "1984" in high
school, you'll notice that "We" is
strikingly similar, There is a reason
for this: "1984" is an incredible ripoff. If imitation iscyie highest form of
flattery, then Orwell was extremely
flattering towards Zamyatin, whose
"We"established the paradigm for the
dystopian novel.
For those of you who read that last
sentence and had no clue what I'm
talking about, I'm sorry; I'm an
English major and it's not my fault.
Basically, a dystopia is the complete
opposite of a Utopia, which is a place
that is perfect in every moral, social
and political sense of the word. Sir
Thomas Moore coined the phrase
"utopia" in a book he wrote by the
same name and it's a word he put
together from Greek and Latin roots to

mean no place. Get it? A Utopia, a
truly harmonious, flawless place, is
really no place at all.
Zamyatin's "We" addresses the
impossibility of a practical Utopia by
presenting an environment of complete order, efficiency and routine in
which all citizens in a world called
"OneState" are subject to "a mathematically' infallible happiness."
People have no names other than their
assigned numbers, and live their lives
in accordance to the "table" that arbitrates their daily
activities.
Marginalized to the peripheries of
OneState, there remains "the primitive
state known as freedom," although the
narrator of the novel, D-503, begins
his story with a seeming contentedness at being a number in this great
formula. However, there are problems
with this formula. \
In the formula of OneState, there
are several unknown variables that
begin to wear on the narrator; there is
the metaphorical importance of irrational numbers and of mysterious
"X's." Slowly, the infallibility that D503 once took for granted in his surroundings begins to bear the flaws of
fallibility. He senses that he is sick,

and begins to gain a self-consciousness of his own individuality.
Realizing that he is undergoing a
transformative psychological experience, D-503 makes a conscious decision to be "un-well," to be "in step
with everyone else, and yet separate
from ah*of them."
He realizes that, if he is crazy,
everyone else needs to save themselves and go crazy too: "that everybody must go absolutely mad, and as
soon as possible." A key aspect of D503's madness of self-determination
is that he has fallen in love with 1-330.
who helps lead him astray from his
regimented world of order. His whole
life he has-been angered and terrified
by the unknown variables and irrational numbers in the formula of his
life, and now, with the help of 1-330,
he learns to embrace his fears. He
finds his soul, and he finds color in a
world of drab grays and dull tones.
However, a dystopian novel, by definition, cannot have a happy ending, so
don't expect one here. But you should
expect a book that will make you
wonder why you suffered through
Orwell's re-writing of "We" in the
first place.

CD Review

Outkast, "The Love Below (Andre Benjamin) "
Part one of a two-part series

vessel into the uncharted territory on
the other side Interestingly, the duo
splits duties on the new album , with
Ever since tlieir debut under the both Dre and Big Boi opting to record
alias Outkast, Atlanta natives Andre and produce their own solo LP's.
Benjamin (Drc) and Antwan Patton What results is a double album with
(Big Boi) have had what could only an interesting mix of styles and inflube described as an unwavering jour- ences, each side delightfully distinct
ney across the hip-hop mainstream. from the other, but with enough comThe duo built on their enjoyable but mon ground to fit neatly under the
conventional freshman eff ort with "Outkast" umbrella ,,
"ATLiens," an exciting project that
It is Dre, toting the fresh pseudosolidified tlieir position as innovators nym "Andre 3000," who catches the
in a genre that had all but discouraged car first with his side of the story.
innovation. "ATLiens" helped foster "The Love Below " is unabashedly
interest in the Atlanta hip-hop scene, eccentric, and finds the 28-year-old
but it wasn't until the 1998 release of struggling with the idea of abandon¦"Aquemini" (hat Outkast finally broke ing "playerhood" for true love. •
Impressively, Dre sticks with the
onto the airwaves with tlieir single
"Rosa Parks," Instead of resting on topic throughout the length of the
their laurels, Outkast followed with album , recklessly switching sides
the challenging "Stankonia." Save for from sentimental to all-out sexual. He
an accessible single or two, most of muses about finding someone to "rub
"Stankonia"was not radio material: it his shoulders" and "scratch his danexperimented courageously with druff" on "Love Hater," a smooth,
urban essenti als, but ultimately jazzy track complete with lounge
mpved Outkast outside of what could piano. Drc's singing voice has a strikcomfortably be classified as hip hop. ing presence, but at times, it's hard to
If the first four releases followed tell whether he actually takes himself
their daring progression across the seriously. In "Happy Valentine's
mainstream, then Drc nnd Rig Boi's Day " he takes on the persona of
latest project, the double disc Cupid Valentino, "the modern-day
"Speakerboxxx/The Love Below," cupid" bent on converting all the
represents the arrival of the Outkast cocky players out there into faithful
By JOSH KAHN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

lovers. His soulful , spoken word
delivery brings to mind George
Clinton and beautifully contrasts the
sonic depth of the music.
It becomes clear early on that "The
Love Below" is not really a hip-hop
album at all. Dre moves seamlessly
from the sentimental funk of
"Prototype," to the downright silly
"Roses" ("roses really smell like dobdoo"), stopping in between to let loose
on the neo-psychedclic rock anthem ,
"Hey Ya!"
While many of the songs work well
on their own accord, others, such as
"Pink & Blue" and "She's Alive."
seem underdeveloped , and merely act
as the glue holding the lengthy project
together. In fact, the only real problem
with "The Love Below" is that it 's
almost theatrical presentation leaves
something to be desired. At limes it
seems that the ulbum might work better as a performance piece, starring
Dre as the tragic hero.
However, anyone tempted to write
oil' the LP on uccount of its lighthearted approach is missing a deeper
urtistic thread that spans the project.
"The Love Below", offers a sort of
unadulterated, "outsider-genius" renh
iniscent of Prince or Frank Zappa. It's
well worth your time.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS
TrevorMacKesey'04
By EMM*McCANDLESS
, ME EDITOR
TrevorMacKesey '04 is starting
early on the road to fame and fortune. The senior English major
from-Baltimore, Md was tapped
two weeksago to be ah ejetiain the
HBO film "gmpire Falls,"basedon
the novel by former Colby professor Richard Russo and now filming
in and around the Watervillearea.
"My friend and I came up early
in August," MacKesey said of how
he decidedto audition for the role.
"We drove by the Foreign Legion
building and saw hundreds of people lined up."
MacKeseysaid he and bisfriend
didn't want to wait in line for auditions, but did decide to submit their
pictures and contact information.
He had heard nothing more about it
until he received a call two weeks
ago asking if he was still interested.
The scene in which. MacKesey
appears is "'a flashback to 1960's
Martha's Vineyard at a country
club," he said. He plays a waiter—
"the definitive Waiter Number
Four," he said.
MacKesey seemed genuinely
surprised that he was offered the
role. He said he "just thought it
would be fun."
"I just dropped my picture in a
box," he said. "I guess there's just
something about my face that says
'hey,if this werethe 1960's he'd be

serving lobster torich people.'"
MacKesey said
he left Waterville
at about 3 a.m. on
the day of the
shoot in order to
arrive by 5:15 a.m.
in Kennebunkport,
where the . scene
was being filmed.
"I got, there,:and
did the costuming
stuff, and then they
put us all in line
and gave us .haircuts," MacKesey
said. Afterthat, he
SAStM SCHROEDER/TOECOLOYECtW
said, "I stood in a Thvcr MacKesey '04 aims for superstardom.
waiting room for
about seven hours just having no serving as an extra on the film was
idea what was going on."
"definitely a good experience,"
After lunchtime, MacKesey was although he did acknowledge that it
called up onto the set. "I spent the was a long day and entailed a lot
next three hours serving water and more than he'd expected.
taking orders," he said. "There was
"It took a lot more patience than
some back and forth to the waiting I'd anticipated," MacKesey said.
room and stuff, but mostly it was "But it was fun."
just a lot of looking busy and refillAlthough MacKesey has never
ing water."
done any acting before this role, he
MacKesey said that most of the cited his major influences as "Burt
other actors working as extras Reynolds and Noah Charney
seemed more experienced and pro- ['02]." He said that he found his
fessional than he was. "They had all experience on the set not only,
been through the day-long audi- enjoyable, but also promising for a
tions, photo shoots and callbacks future career. "Can you say, I'm
and all that," he said. "And I was going to be the next Josh Hartnett?"
like, 'I just put my picture in a box.' he asked at the end of the interview.
I think I deflated a few egos."
It wouldn't be surprising.
All in all, MacKesey said that

'K ill Bill ": new f i l mf romTarantino
Ren Ishii/Cottonmouth (Lucy Liu playing the witch yet again, not Charlie's,
STAFF WRITER
but Bill's). This leaves the rest for the
Quentin Tarantino never stops fan- second half of the film, which will be
tasizing. From comic book shops to released in February 2004.
Somehow, this strikes me as a
stylized big-screen quasi-sagas, he
takes his demons and turns them into film made for men, not because it has
action heroes. One has to admit that lots of action in it but because it is all
the man has style, even though this about "chicks kicking ass," mostly
time, with the new film, "Kill Bill," each other 's. Tarantinousually gives
he surpasses himself in gore and women strong parts, as in "Jackie
blood. If it weren't for his flair for Brown," but this seems more like a
cinematic language, the film would catfight. And the assassins are all cast
have bordered on just plain ridicu- to cater to all male tastes. To make
lous in its pompous pretentiousness. matters worse, a yellow car with the
"The fourth movie by Quentin pink logo "pussy wagon," which the
Tarantino," as he proudly puts it in Bride steals from a male nurse who
the credits, brings forth the story of makes money from perverts who
the assassin bride Black Mamba have sex with comatose women, is
(Uma Thurman) who, awakened the vehicle of choice for female
from a long coma, tries to avenge the power and female debasement.
The film almost makes fun of
massacre of her wedding day by
killing all the members of the Deadly itself at points, most notably being
Vipers Assassination Squad, includ- when Daryl Hannah's character
ing her boss, Bill (David Carradine). wears an eye patch with a red cross
The film is narrated in chapter form, on it while delivering a deadly poison
to the Bride's bed. It is very easy to
so it flows more like a book.
In this, the film's first volume, Black fall from serious to ridiculous with
Mamba
kills
only
Vernita such a wild imagination as
Green/Copperhead(Vivica Fox) and O- Tarantino's directing things. The conBy CRISTINA JALERU

glomerate of elements fall into place
spectacularly well; the black and
white scene, the anime scene—thank
God he realized people cannot see
that much blood—the fight in the
snow, the funky music.
But it's all spoiled when limbs fall
off and blood spurts out like fountain
water—ludicrous to consider, but the
film assumes that viewers are eager
to suspend reality. The tension is
demystified , by our knowledge that
Uma is going to kill Bill no matter
how many fights we have to endure.
Another thing that doesn't quite go
well is the fact that Tarantino is trying to make a samurai movie but he
ends up doing a yakuza movie with
combats based on Chinese methods.
My guess is that it's all a big mess in
Tarantino's head.
Thurman proves herself to be very
adept at handling weapons, as well as
heavy roles. The yellow outfit suits
her well, better than Bruce Lee, but
that doesn't compensate for the arrogance of the filmmaker. It's good
entertainment but I wouldn't give it a
third thought. Kill Tin?

JAZZ: DenzlerandKochsurpriseCoffeehouse MY Manof Mode"
from Page 6
andbroadenthedefinitionof traditionaljazz Continued
does the set changes," Lansing said.
Continued from Page 6

saxophone and a clarinet, making those
noises, with no help of electronic equipment whatsoever. Even some members
of the audience Thursday had tiiat problem, and die players were right in front
of them.
Forget about conventional rhythm,
meter and key signatures. What you
hear with the Denzler and Koch duo arc
squeaks, clicks, pops, breathing and
much more. Since the whole set relies
on improvisation and both players have
an extensive vocabulary of unheard-of
sounds, it all comes down to how they
make use of the sounds and the interplay between the two musicians. One
could see the saxophone and the clarinet responding to each other, questioning and answering, but some of the
audience wondered if they were intniding on a conversation in which they
were not fully included.
Which brings us to (he main point:
Docs all of this noise and improvisation
work for the audience? It boils down to
uudienco expectation. If you walk in
through the door expecting to hear
melodies, chords and rhythms that the
human mind responds to with emotions, then you will probably walk
away from the Denzler and Koch duo

dissatisfied. It 's not that nobody can
feel any emotions by listening to this
music; it's just that you may need to
adjust the way you think about music.
One way to enjoy this concert was to
leave all expectations at the door. This
performance was not even on the same
plane as what we think of as conventional music, and thinking about it that
way can help get rid of any and all subconscious comparisons,
For someone who has already taken
those steps or for the open-eared, the
duo's music was a continuous and
unpredictable flow of sounds, which
made for an interesting and , most
importantly, an entertaining show. If
you demand more from a concert than
just being interesting and entertaining
though, this show was probably not for
you. I don't think this music would
make you cry, have goosebumps or
want to jump around, but that's just
(mother comparison with more conventional music.
Denzler and Koch have chosen a
very challenging road for themselves as
musicians. Their goal is to make the
audience follow them as they "go on
exploring and experimenting with their
instruments. They did an admirable job,
considering what they refuse to use and
what most ears expect to hear.

Lansing enjoys working with this
cast; he says he is proud of the cast
and excited to have them take the
stage in a little over a week. When
asked about any highlights of working on the production , Lansing
added that the best was yet to come.
"We're just beginning the tech
process," he said. He explained ihnt
there is still plenty of work to be
done before the show opens. "I think
the hi ghlight will be the actual
shows," he suid.
The show will run on Nov. 14, 15,
21 and 22, all at 7:30 p.m. This will
be the department 's second show of
the semester. Tickets to "Man of
Mode" will be available the week of
the show in Cotter Union from
10am-1 pin, and at the theater box
office in flunnels from 5 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $2 for students
and seniors and $3 for general
admission.
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Williamson breaks scoring record Ballroom dancers swing at Harvard
a season by capturing her 14 goal of the Benson 07 had three saves each to give
year
against Tufts; Williamson not . only Colby the shutout.
STAFFWRITER
holds the title for goals in a season, but
The Mules finished their season with
assists in a season as well with seven for their best record since 1999. Colby, also
The women's soccer team ended their a total of 35 points, also a season record. finished as the top-scoring offense in the
The defense, led by Riley, played conference with ;41 total goals and a
2003 season with two wins in their final,
week of play. The first win was against the solidly as they worked together to pre- goals-per-game average of 2.88.
Considering the improvements Colby
Universityof Southern Maine HuskiesOct. vent the Jumbos from scoring. "The
30, the second against the Tufts University Tufts game really showed how much women's soccer made tliis past season,
Jumbos Nov. 1. The Mules destroyed the we improved this season," Tri-Captain the team's youth could be the Mules'
Huskies in a 6-1 thrashing while rounding Amanda Walsh '05 said. "We were able strongest asset. "We have such a young
out their New England Small College to come out strong and keep pressuring team that is so dedicated to soccer,"
Athletic Conference schedule with a 1-0 for the entire game and also stay com- Walsh said. "The team was really disapwin over the Jumbos. Colby ended: their posed on .defense. Although the game pointed that we did not make the playseason at 8-5-1 overall and 3-5-1 in the- could not help us into the playoffs, we offs, but will use that as motivation for
NESCAC, placing eighth in the conference. really wanted to end the season with a next season. Having such a young team
However, only the top . seven teams win and improve our record. The team is going to prove to be fone-of- our
advanced to playoff rounds, and, after was just so determined as a whole to strengths, and I think a lot was accomSaturday's game, the youthful Mule squad win that game, and our defense did a plished this year with this team, and that
great job shutting down their leading is just going to continue for the upcomcould only hope for a berth next season.
In their final non-conference game scorers." Goalkeepers Riley and Liza ing years."
against the Huskies (6-8-2) the Mules
clearly dominated. Laura Williamson '07
and Libba Cox '07, each; of whom had
two goals and an assist , were Colby 's top
goal-scorers. Meg Cordner '07 and
Christina Aiidayai '05 each had one goal
and one assist. Forward Liz Morbeck '07
picked up two assists in the contest. TriCaptaui and goalkeeper Elizabeth Riley
. '05 stopped five snots for Colby;
Saturday, Colby took the field in their
final game of the season against the then
seventh place team in the NES.CAC, the
Jumbos. This game proved prolific for
¦. .
•
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. .
Williamson, who managed to break three
Libba Cox '07 heads the ball toward the net in the Mules f'inal game.
school records; the first was for 'goals in
By CHRISTINADOTCH1N
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The Colby ballroom dance team
traveled to Cambridge, Mass. Oct. 25 to
compete at Harvard University in the
first of six ballroom dance competitions
in which the team will compete this
year. Colby took eight couples to the
Harvard Beginners Competition where
they competed at the bronze level in
both the fox trot and swing dances.
The competition was a well attended; about £00 couples competed at
the bronze level. Brown University,
Yale University, Tufts University,
Cornell
University,
Boston
University and Boston College Were
just a few of the competitors."
Nearly every Colby couple
advanced in at least one round in one
dance. In both fox trot and swing
Captain Aimee Jack '04 and her partner Adrian Silver '04 made it as far as
the quarterfinal round. In the swing
aspect of the competition Jessamine
Jones '06 and her partner Ryan Phelan
'05 alongside Metis Esterly '06 and
her partner Mike Feldman '05
advanced to the second round. Over
all Jack was happy with the results of
the team's performance. "I'm
extremely proud and pleased with
everyone," she said. "The commitment level is amazing."
In comparison to last year "the
team has more depth," Jack explained.
"It is bigger and more couples have
competed before." Four couples are
returning from last season and four
new couples have recently joined the
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in their second match of the day. Colby
won the first two games, but ran out of
steam in the third. The Mules, however,
pulled together in the fourth and final
game to prove to be the superior team.
Colby converted 55 kills in the match,
Henley with 17 and Cleaver with 13.
Cleaver also slammed five service aces to
the floor. In the backcourt Radcliffe
bumped up 24 digs while Prescott had 18
and Cleaver and Megan Devlin '06 each
had 15 and 14 respectively.
Williams, at 10-0 in NESCAC,
clinched the top spot and home court
advantage at the conference championship tournament. Colby (22-8 overall,
8-2 NESCAC) stands in the three-spot
behind Bates College (9-1). The Mules'

I

first foe, Wesleyan, is ranked sixth with a
5-5 record. However, history has proved
the Cardinals to be a tenacious team
when butting heads with the Mules. Sept.
19 Wesleyan took Colby to five games,
and although Colby came through to win
the 3-2 contest, they barely eked by, winning the final game 15-11. In the 2002
season Wesleyan fought through four
games before finally succumbing to the
Mules in the fifth.
"They- are similar to Us in "that they
serve tough, run the middle pretty well and
are a pretty good defensive team," Parent
explained. "However, they do not have the
offensive balance that we have. In the
match the second week of the season, we
hardly ran our middles and just really did
not look strong in any one point. I know
that Wesleyan has improved a great deal

i
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too so it should be a good match."
If Colby defeats Wesleyan, they will
play the winner of the Bates/Middlebury
College game Nov. 8 at 11 a.m. in the
semifinal round.
This week the Mules worked on
defensive transition "and communication
to prepare for this weekend, according to
Parent.
"There is a really high energy in the
air, and I think we are starting to put it all
together, especially after this past weekend," she added. "That is why it is unfortunate that we have some players that are
sick [Henley, Prescott and Mariah Daly
'06] but I know they are resting up and
will be fine by this weekend. Our theme
is 'No Regrets,' and f am also adding
'No excuses!'"

|
I Spring Break
¦
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squad of experienced team members. seeking funding from some of the other
Jack hopes that the team will con- clubs on campus," Jack said. "They
tinue to grow and their expertise will [another Colby club] could pay our regexpand. "The skills are there," Jack istration fees, then we would help them
said, "but the resources are not. We hold a dance," Jack explained. However,
would like Colby to support the team this idea is only hypothetical.
more to give it some more validity."
The team will travel to Brown
The College allotted $1,500 for : University Nov. 16, and then to Tufts
team expenses for the year. This in December for competitions. Colby
amount, however, is not nearly enough ballroom also plans to compete at
to cover the cost of a full-time coach. Boston University, the Massachusetts
Justin Stebbins, who donated his time Institute of Technology and again at
and knowledge last year, continues to Harvard in the spring.
assist the fledgling Colby team with
In addition to the competition team,
the help of Laurence Miller. The team a social ballroom dance club meets
hopes to hire a full-time coach in the Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. in the AMS
near future, according to Jack.
basement. Anyone that is interested in
To supplement their budget* the team learning salsa, swing, cha-cha and
discussed "perhaps holding a dance many more dances may attend.
where we charge admission, or maybe

J. Crew
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Colby Ballroom Dancers get into the groove of competition at Harvard.
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Tufts dashes men 's soccer 's chances for postseason play
By NAT BROWN
STAFF WRITER

The season came to an end this past
Saturday against Tufts University for the
Colby's men's soccer team. Needing a win
in order to qualify for the New England
Small College Athletic Conference tournament, the Mules played a great game,
but eventually lost to the Jumbos by the
score of 1-2.
The Mules needed the stars to align
in order to have a chance at postseason
play; the window of opportunity
opened, courtesy of Middlebury
College and Amherst College wins
against Trinity College and Connecticut
College respectively. The outcomes of
the said games put the Mules in a simple situation: win against Tufts and play
another day, lose to the Jumbos and kiss
the NESCAC playoffs goodbye.
With their season on the line, Colby
came out ready to play hard. However,
it was Tufts that managed to score first,
as Ben Castelbt '07 scored at 19:27 to
give the Jumbos a 1-0 lead. That lead
would prove to be short-lived, however, as Colby roared back to tie the game
barely a minute later. Chris MacFadyen
'07 scored a beautiful goal off an assist
from James Pilgrim '07 to make the
game even at 1-1. Colby's, momentum

didn't last long though, as Tufts ' Mike
Blea '04 scored at 22:25 to put the
Jumbos back on top 2-1. That was the
way the score stayed at the end of the
flrst half
The second half saw ^ great effort
from Colby to try and tie it up, but neither team could manage another goal.
In the end, Colby was denied a postseason berth due to their 1-2 loss.
"The Tufts game was really difficult,
especially with the way we played in the
second half," Captain Ryan Boccuzzi
'05 said. "Tufts had hardly any scoring
chances and we were as unlucky as I've
ever seen. When they scored first we
were able to come back knowing that we
had to win the game to enter the tournament. After the second goal they scored,
we were simply unlucky to hot get
another one, we hit the post several
times and had other chances that just
didn't find the back of the net."
"In thinking about this game, I'll be
shaking my head for awhile. In the second half of a 2-1 game, we hit the
crossbar about four times. We really
carried the play in the second half. To
be in the hunt in the last half of the last
game was awesome," Coach Mark
Serdjenian said.
Colby's final record stands at 6-6-2
overall, with a 1-6-2 record in NESCAC
play. In comparing their record from last

Devastatorof the Week^

MOLLY WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO

Daniel Kiernan '07 scans the fieldfor an opening against Tufts.
year (6-8 overall, 1-8 NESCAC), it
would seem like the team didn't
improve much from last year. However,
with loss of only one senior, plus the
outstanding play of the underclassmen,
the Colby men's soccer team could have
a bright future ahead of them.
"I thinkwe really turned a big corner
team-wise this year. The past three
weeks we've really played well and
really come together as a team. We met
every goal for the season, except for not
making the NESCAC tournament.
There were a lot of positives of the season. The leadership of the junior class
and the high expectations they set,

helped to make the team work harder. '
Serdjenian said.
"This season was a big step in the
right direction for men's soccer, we felt
that we were close tq winning every
game," Boccuzzi explained. "This is a
different feeling than I have sensed
from the team during my previous two
years. To say the least,we are optimistic
about next year, knowing we are only
losing one [player] from the entire program. Everyone knows what it will
take for us to succeed at a higher level
than we did this year, and everyone will
be ready to put that effort in next year
and send us into postseason play."

•
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Williamson, in her first season as a Mule, set three single-season scoring
records for women's soccer with a total of 35 points and a record seven
assists and 14 goals. Williamson surpassed Christine O'DonnelPs '03
record of 13 goals set in 1999. Williamson hails from Manchester, Conn,
and played at the Kingswood-Oxford school, where she was elected to the
All-League and All-State soccer teams all four years.

Cross country competes at conf er- The long view irorn the cheap seats
ence champ ionships; regionals
last chance bef ore N.CA A. race
honors with their respective fifth and
13 place results. The number four
STAFF WRITER
man, Fred Bailey '07, also impressed
with his 28:23.2 time. Peyton McElyea
'05 continued to battle through his
At last Saturday s New England
hamstring problems, and finished less
Small College Athletic Conference
than a minute behind Alden. The team
Championships hosted by Middlebury
looks to condense their middle runners
College, the Colby harriers did what
they had come to do. The women finas the now crucial . regional race
approaches.
ished in the top nine teams as they had
Colby's men continue to keep their
hoped, and the men edged out Bates
eyes on the fourth spot in New England
College on their way to a fourth-place
finish. Both teams will rest their top
at the Division III meet at the
Universityof Southern Maine Nov.15,
runners next weekend at the Eastern
as a top-four finish will earn the team a
College Athletic Conference champibid in the national tournament. With
onships so that they will be in peak
Keene State University thrown into the
condition for the regional raceNov. 15.
The women's team ran a strong
mix, the Mules will need to take aim for
race out of their middle group. Trir
Amherst College and Massachusetts
captain Elizabeth Turnbull '04 took
Institute of Technology to contend for a
Head Coach Deb Aitken 's advice and
spot in the national race.
went out faster than usual in the
"The margin between us and
Eric Reinauer '04
opening stages. It took Tri-Captain
Amherst
is about the same as it was
Tri-Captain
Mary Phelps '04, who normally finbetween us and Bates a few weeks ago.
ishes ahead of Turnbull, until the last
If we can get our four and five guys up
half mile to catch her. The trio of
closer to Jeff, I think we have a definite
Phelps, Turnbull and Hillary Easter
The Mules will see six-kilometer shot atN.C.A.A.'s," Reinauer said.
'06 crossed the line all in a span of courses for the duration of the season,
Head Coach Todd Coffin is excit30 seconds to secure the ninth-place on which they have run only one race ed to see how his team handles the
team finish: Karina Johnson '05 thus far. In these longer races, Johnson high-pressure situation. He said the
avenged her disappointing 2002 will take advantage of her distance team is "right on the fringe," and
NESCAC performance by finishing running skills gained from running the with their best race of the season and
18 overall and first for Colby with a 10-kilometer in track, and possibly some good fortune, they could find
time of 19:19 over the five-kilometer end up at nationals for her individual themselves on the starting line of
course. Jess Minty '06 came in 40 performance. Minty also has a chance nationals in Hanover, Irid. Nov.22.
seconds behind Johnson.
to finish in the top nine and go on to
The season is now in the most cruUsing this weekend's ECAC race, the N.CA.A.'s according to Aitken.
cial of phases , Now is when the sumAitken will determine who will run in
On the men's side, the Mules got a mer workouts and the speed training
the seventh spot for the New England boost from Jeff Alden '07, as he sur- practices translate into individual and
Division III Championships. Karen prised his teammates and opposing team championships. Both teams have
Prisby '07, Brianna Tufts '07 and runners with 20-placc overall finish high expectations for the New England
Anna Sommo '07 have been compet- in the eight-kilometer course. Tri- Championships, and the stage is set for
ing closely for the last spot on varsity captains Nat Brown '04 and Eric a dramatic end to the fall.
all season. Allison Cogbill '07, who Reinauer '04 earned All-Conference
By JOHN DeBRUICKER

usually fills the role, dropped out of
the race at the two-mile mark last
Saturday with a knee injury. The top
Colby finisher this Saturday will go
on to represent the college at the
regional championship.

The margin
between us and
Amherst is
about the same
as it was
between us and
Bates a few
weeks ago.
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EAT THE SPREAD

whole different ballgame. I sat out there
for a game this summer; and I found it
one of the most fun experiences I've had
in a ballpark; It's the opposite of corporate, a veritable community, where people come for every game and know each
other by their first names. Fans thereare
intense in their passion. They know
every stat of every player and they're not
afraid to let their opinions on a lackluster performance go unheard. Sitting out
there isn't just fun, it's educational. For
$8, I learned more words than I did
studying for the S.A.T.'s.
Another way to go is to branch out
of the overpaid professional games for
cheaper seats found at semi-pro, college or even high school games. The
Portland Sea Dogs are the Boston Red
Spx AA team, and tickets go for $6.
the Portland Pirates are the minorleague affiliate of the Washington
Capitals hockey club and watching
there games cost $11. And of course
there are always the Mules, who put on
a good show for free whether due to
great play or rowdy fans.
One of the most exciting sporting
events I've seen, and one that I try to
attend every year, is the New York City
Marathon. I drove down this past weekend to see former Colby Cares About
Kids Coordinator Chris Sussman '03
run. It's free to watch, and the runners
really appreciate and acknowledge you
when you cheer them on. The event
involves literally millions of people. It's
the kind of event that brings people
together and unites them, like what baseball used to be at the beginning of the
century, or similar to NASCAR's effect
in the South.
Sports may be heading in the wrong
direction the way of jacked up ticket
prices and there may not be much one
can do about it. I can 't really comfort
you about the situation , but I know
someone who might be able to help.
Go to Bob's for dinner. Get the pasta.
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prices to all major sporting evepts are
skyrocketing. It really is a shame,
because it drives the ability to attend a
game away from the common
American and into the hands of the
rich. Fairer-priced seats in stadiums are
being removed (and some stadiums are.
even being demolished) to make way
for super-fancy corporate luxury skyBy Cliff White
boxes. With the prices of tickets these
days, you either have to be the C.E.O,
This column is dedicated to the of a formne-500 company or a proud
great cook, Vera, who works at Bob's, supporter of the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
the best dining hall on campus. Her in order to be able to afford season tickcooking is excellent, but what makes ets. While the NHL looks to defuse their
her so exceptional is her constant labor dispute before a lockout premafriendliness. I was treated to a special turely ends their season, the recessive
dose of it last week as I stood inline, as economy locks out more and more
I do practically every night, for the Americans every day from being able to
Ultimate Pasta Bar. Vera and I always attend and experience sports at the protalk about something as she mixes up a fessional level.
savory combination of pastas, meats,
The problem starts with player
vegetables and flavorings.
salaries. Contracts, like the one the
The other day, she broached upon Texas Rangers signed Alex Rodriguez,
the topic of rny column. Now, hearing set a dangerous precedent which has
that she read my column brought a led to overpayment for services in
broad, egoistic smile to my face, as it baseball, as well as in the other three
doubled the mental tally I keep of my major American sports. The owners are
reader base, which now stands at just as much to blame as the athletes
roughly the same size as the square and agents, because they have not crefootage of a Treworgy double. She even ated or held a front on putting limits on
threw in a compliment (which made me player salaries. I'm a fan of some kind
think that maybe she had mistaken of revenue-sharing, something a little
someone else's column for mine) and heavier than what MLB has ri ght now,
then gave me a suggestion on what to but less than the economic commuwrite about in my next article. Never one nism of the NFL. In any case ,
to look a gift horse in the mouth, I increased player spending has naturalinquired upon what she might like me to ly led lo higher ticket prices, and
expostulate. Ticket prices, she said, and there's just not much the average fan
just how darn expensive seeing a good can do to protest except for staying
old-fashioned hockey game had become. home and watching it on the tube ,
In case any of you out there haven 't except for in New York, where the
noticed, it's really dam expensive to Y.E.S. T.V. network generates revenue
see a good old-fashioned hockey game for the Yankees and Nets. The whole
these days. With sports agents like situation just plain stinks.
For the more adventurous fan, though,
Scott Boras driving athletes' salaries
larger and larger, and bloated-head , there arc alternatives. Bleacher scats in
greedy multi-millionaire team owners right field of Yankee Stadium go for $8,
claiming million-dollar losses, ticket and let me tell you, sitting out there is a
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Field hockey slips p ast Tuf ts by a stroke; loses in quarterf inal
By AMY CRONIN
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey team's
season came to an end Sunday as the
Mules . were defeated by Amherst
College in the first round of the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference postseason tournament.
Colby's final record fell to 9-6 overall (5-4 NESCAC) with the loss, and
the Mules ended up in fifth place in
the conference.
The squad was able to end the regular season 1o n a high note, however,
with a thrilling overtime shoot-out victory over Tufts University Saturday. It
was a final home game that is not likely to be forgotten by graduating
seniors Co-Captains Brittney Lazar
'04 and Injoo Han '04 and fellow
classmates Kim Betz '04, Sari Gilbert
'04 and Kelly Welch '04, as the contest went through two scoreless rounds
of 15-minute overtimes, forcing the
decision to penalty strokes. This
nerve-racking finale may have been
avoided, but the Mules did not enter
the game with the same focus and
intensity thai they would play with for
the latter part of the competition.
"We came out at the beginning of
the game playing like individuals. We
lacked in passing accurately to each
other, running onto balls and playing
like a team, and this is when they
scored their only two goals of the
game. Towards the end of the first

half, after we took a timeout and gathered collectively, we came out and
played our game," Han said. Colby
dominated the remainder of the game,
with the final shot-count standing at
23-9 in favor of the Mules.
With five minutes remaining until
halftime, Betz started the scoring for
Colby off an assist from Nikki
Stadelman '06. Early in the second half,
Wendy Bonner '05 tied the score at 2-2
by capitalizing on a penalty corner for
her 15 goal of the season. The Mules
earned an impressive 27 penalty comers
in the game; the. team consistently used
comer orjportunities to their advantage
throughout the season.
The score remained tiecLfor the 28
minutes remaining in regulation and
throughout the two seven-versusseven overtime periods. The five
players chosen to take the penalty
strokes for Colby were Michaelyn
Bortplotti '05, Stadelman, Emily
Lawrence '07, Melissa Mullen '05,
and Bonner. The first round of shots
ended in a 3-3 tie, but Colby came out
on top in the second series of shots
with a 3-1 advantage after four shooters to clinch the victory.
Goaltender Jess Laniewski '07
performed fantastically. The first
year was composed and confident,
stopping numerous Jumbo strokes
and not letting the high-pressure situation get the best of her.
Coming off this emotional victory,
Colby traveled immediately to
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Melissa Mullen '05 defends Colby 's circle against Tufts. The Mules won after two rounds of penalty strokes.
Amherst College for their first-round
playoff game versus the fourth-seeded
Lord Jeffs.
Amherst was able to score the only
goal of the game with seven minutes
remaining in regulation to win 1-0. "It
was one of the most evenly matched
games of the season. Everyone on our
team played with the passion that has
defined us since day one. The result
was not what we were hoping for, but
we couldn 't have asked for much

more from anyone on the field that
day," Lazar said.
The Lord Jeffs' lone goal came
with 7:13 left in regulation, after a
controversial officiating decision that
left 20O2 All-American Bonner sidelined due to a yellow card.
Although the Mules ' season is
over, the team fought hard, and the
players are not disappointed with
their effort at Amherst.
"Both teams came .out really fired

up. The pace of the game was back
and forth, Amherst having a few
good chances, and Colby having a
few good opportunities. It was a
great game to end our season on,"
Han said.
"Although we did not win a championship on the field, we certainly
grew as individuals and as a team,"
Lazar added.

« Women's Cross Country
ECAC Championships
¦¦:¦' ¦: @ TuftS
• Men's Cross Country
ECAC Championships
@ Tufts
• Football
@ Bowdoin
'
• Women's Basketball
vs. St. Xavier College
' 1 p.m. . .
• Men's Basketball
vs. Alumni
4 p.m.
• Men's Basketball Alumni
5:30 p.m.
• Men's Rugby
Northeastern Championships
'
Semi Finals
:
@ U-Mass Amherst
• Volleyball
NESCAC quarterfinals
vs. Wesleyan
@ Williams
SUNDAY, NOV. 9
• Men's Rugby
Northeastern Championships
Finals
@ U-Mass Amherst
• Volleyball
NESCAC finals
@ Williams

Rugby advances to the Northeasterns Colby football shutout by Tufts; readies
for Bowdoin and GBB dragging rights
By RYAN GLENNON

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In hostile territory, the Colby men 's
rugby team traveled to the State
University of New York-New Paltz
this past Saturday for the quarterfinals
of the Northeast Tournament, vying
for the chance to head to Minneapolis,
Minn, this spring for the nationals.
With Daren Ince, a visiting student
from Ireland , "play ing out of his
mind," according to backs captain
Nate Mylrea '05 and the return of Alex
Ridder '05 off an injury, SUNY-New
Paltz had difficulty right from the start
as the Mules scored three times early
on, breaking away to a 19-0 lead. As
the officiating went SUNY-New
Paltz's way, the Hawks were able to
capitalize on two penalty kicks, bringing the score to 6-19, but could not
hold on as the Mules scored once more
before retiring the half, with a significant lead and the momentum in their
favor.
To start the half, Colby was unable
to prevent some penalties that helped
the Hawks close the gap to within
nine. With relentless effort and strong
running from Eric Brockmeyer '06
and Benson Hyde '04, both of whom
scored their first tries of the season,
Colby was able to push the game out
of reach for the Hawks. With the 37-30
win over SUNY-New Paltz , the Mules

advanced to the Northeast Final Four; Small College Athletic Conference
Where they will meet familiar foes such rival Middlebury on their road to the
as Middlebury College and the Coast nationals.
Guard Academy.
"Middlebury will certainly be our
- "Saturday was, by far^ not our greatest most djfficult opponent that we have
"game, but we won and advanced, and faced thus far, but we look to play solid
now it's important to look ahead to this defense and use tactical kicking to shut
weekend," Captain Ryan Lochhead '04 them down," Mylrea said. "We hope to
said. Looking ahead, he said, "two wins beat Middlebury and better our record
in
the
National to 8-1 and have a chance to play in the
and
we're
That's
the
only
Championships.
thing we final game of Northeastern 's," he conhave to focus on now."
tinued.
Heading to the University of
The Northeastern Final Four
Massachusetts-Amherst this weekend, Tournament begins on Saturday with
the Mules will meet New England the finals commencing Sunday.

I'lior o couMii-:sv or ANWICW sicm.i

Men s rugby stomped on the Hawks on their march to the Nationals.

Volleyball triump hs over Amherst and
Tufts; prepares for conference tourney
By ERICA AYOTrE
SPORTS EDITOR

After two New England Small College
Athletic Conference wins over Amherst
College and Tolls University Nov. 1,
Colby volleyball seeded third in the
NESCAC Championship tournament that
will l>e held Nov. 7 and 8 in Williuinstown,
Mass. nt Williams College. The Mules
took host Amherst in a four-game mutch 31 (26-30, 30-23, 30-26, .10-27)und beat up
on 'hills in the team's second match with
another 3-1 victory (30-18, 30-28, 22-30,
30-24), The Mules' next match up will be
against sixth-seeded Wesleyan University
in the quiiilerfirinl round of the NESCAC
tournament tomorrow.
Outside hitter Cnitlin Cleaver '06 was

honored by NESCAC as the conference's
Player of the Week Nov. 3. She averaged
4.2 kills and 3.1 digs per game in (he past
week. With 384 kills this season , Cleaver
broke Colby 's .single-season kill record
set by Amanda Cuiffo '02 in 1998.
Despite losing the fust game of the
match lo the Lord Jell's, Colby recovered
to take the last three and earn the mutch
win. Cleaver nnd Kaitlin Adams '06 led
the charge for the Mules with 18 and 12
kills respectively, Setter Kim Prescott
'04 managed the offense wilh 44 assists
and also racked up four service aces, The
always-reliable Jennifer Radclifl'e '06
put up 22 digs on defense; ,Prcscott followed with 13 and Captain Aly.ssa
Henley '04 added 10, Henley also contributed three service aces to the team's

total of 15,
"We reall y worked well as a team and
our defense was much improved, as was
our enthusiasm on the court ," Head
Coach Candice Parent said. "Our team
had discovered through various conversations that as individual players made
mistakes, often times they would then
dwell on that mistake and carry it with
them for the next few points. Many of the
players on our team are overly analytical
and what we decided is that we need to
'just play and play hard' every point and
stop over-thinking everything. I think we
did a great job of that this weekend."
Energetic from their win over Amherst ,
the Mules were keyed up to take on Tolls
Continued on Page 8

By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF-WRITER

Rookie quarterback Justin Smith '07,
after leading Colby's comeback over
Bates just one week ago, proved to be
evidently inexperienced in Colby 's disappointing 0-18 loss to Tufts University
Nov. 1. Both the Mules and the Jumbos
came into the game in a tie for second
place in the conference with records of
4-2, but ,Tufts maintained control from
the beginning.
Smith, who replaced injured starter
B.L. Lippert '04, was only 7-18 for 104
yards, but most devastating were his
three interceptions, which led to nine
Tufts points and a 15-0 overall lead at
the half. Head Coach Tom Austin waited until the final possession to give
quarterback Mick Bracco '06 a shot.
The Tufts ' defensive backs took the
momentum out of' me "Colby offense.
Colby's only scoring opportunity ciune
in the third quarter when the Mules
lined up for a 37-yard field goal on,
fourth and eleven. The Mules faked the
field goal with the holder Captain
Brandon Irwin '04 receiving the snap.
Instead of holding for the kick, Irwin
rolled out to the right and kicker John
Goss '06 scampered towards the end
zone. Tufts intercepted the pass and
Colby would not threaten again,
During the game, Colby broke into
the red zone only once and into Tufts
territory only three times all game,
stalling at the Tufts 39, 45, 20 and 45yard lines.
Colby dropped to 4-3 with the loss
and is now tied for fourth in the New
Eng land Small College Athletic
Conference with Amherst College and
Wesleyan University. Usually if a team
is tied with Amherst after week seven,

they are in contention for the conference title that Trinity College clinched
.
this week.
With Trinity's 20-14 comeback victory at Amherst, the Bantams are now
7-0 with one game remaining.
Trinity has a two-game lead in the
conference standings over both Tufts
(5-2) and Williams College (5-2).
Trinity clinched its second straight
NESCAC title with a current 13-game
winning streak.
Not only does the Mules' final game
have huge implications for their final
conference standing, but also for the
CBB Championship which Colby can
and should win next Saturday at
Bowdoin College at 12:30 p.m.
Irwin said of his last season at
Colby, "After the Bates win we wanted' to go 6-2, but we still have the

CBB coming up . and a win at
Bowdoin will not only bring the CBB
title back to Colby for the first time in
two years but, it will put us at 5-3
after being 4-4 the last two years."
Colby was the most talented CBB
team last year, but lost a close game in
pouring rain at Bates last year.
However, Colby won at home in a close
game against Bowdoin in 2002, 32-27.
Bowdoin, at 0-7, should be no trouble
for Colby who has already defeated
Bates earlier this season. Last week
Bates defeated Bowdoin in Lewiston
20-17.
Colby last won the CBB in 2001 and
has won the title 11 times in the past 15
years. The Colby-Bowdoin rivalry is
the third longest in Division III beginning in 1892.
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Colby was unable to curb Tufts ' offensive might Saturday.

INSIDE SPORTS
Devastator

Laura Williamson '07 broke three Colby
PAGE a
records in women's soccer.

Smooth Operators

Colby Ballroom Dancing tests their moves at
Harvard.
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